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Abstract

Sediment supply as a driver of river bed surface grain size and mobility, with consequences for aquatic habitat

by

Allison M. Pfeiffer

Bed surface grain size and mobility are fundamental characteristics of a river. The size of coarse sediment on the bed of a river controls channel slope, shapes channel plan form morphology, and provides the architecture for aquatic habitat. Despite its importance to river morphology and habitat, the controls on bed surface grain size are imperfectly understood. Varying sediment supply, armoring of the bed surface, roughness effects, and patchiness complicate predictions. Because of its importance, understanding the controls on bed surface grain size is essential despite these complications.

The goal of this dissertation is to further understanding of the controls on the size and mobility of surface grains in gravel bed rivers. The first study, Chapter 2, focuses on predicting reach-averaged grain size at the drainage basin scale. I build on previously proposed methods for grain size prediction, and demonstrate the effectiveness of a new method for predicting grain size in Scott Creek, a small gravel-bedded drainage in the Santa Cruz Mountains, California. This work is then applied to salmon spawning habitat prediction. As a part of that project, I show that grain size is much smaller in Scott Creek than the grain size predicted based on threshold channel theory. This finding motivates the second study in my dissertation. In Chapter 3, I show that there are significant regional trends in the ratio of bankfull Shields stress to critical Shields stress ($\tau_{bf} / \tau_c$) across North America. These trends are explained by differences in sediment supply. In
Chapter 4, I consider the implications of these regional trends on the mobility of bed surface grains, and the potential implications for benthic habitat.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Bed surface grain size and mobility are fundamental characteristics of a river. The size of coarse sediment on the bed of a river controls channel slope \cite{Sklar and Dietrich, 2006}, shapes channel plan form morphology \cite{Buffington and Montgomery, 1997}, and provides the architecture for aquatic habitat. Among the many physical characteristics that drive salmon spawning site selection (e.g. water depth, velocity, hyporheic exchange, bedform morphology \cite{Bjornn and Reiser, 1991; Geist and Dauble, 1998; Montgomery et al., 1999a}, grain size exerts a fundamental control on the distribution of available spawning habitat because a fish must be able to mobilize bed sediment in order to excavate a nest, or redd, in which eggs are buried \cite{Kondolf and Wolman, 1993; Riebe et al., 2014}. For this reason, the ability to predict the size and occurrence of gravel within both a drainage network and an individual reach is central to salmon habitat protection and restoration efforts. Despite its importance to river morphology and habitat, the controls on bed surface grain size are imperfectly understood. Varying sediment supply, armoring of the bed surface, roughness effects, and patchiness complicate predictions. Because of its importance, understanding the controls on bed surface grain size is essential despite these complications.
Gravel river beds provide an ephemeral architecture for the benthic inhabitants of river ecosystems. Periphyton and benthic macroinvertebrates that live on or within the gravel are subject to catastrophic disruption upon mobilization of the surface gravel during floods. Mobilization of river gravel is often associated with a dramatic reduction in benthic macroinvertebrates density ([Robinson et al. 2004], [Power et al. 2008], [Gibbins et al. 2007]). The ecological effects of bed mobilizing flows can persist for months ([Scrimgeour et al. 1988], [Power et al. 2008]), determined by the gradual recolonization by macroinvertebrates. The timing and intensity of bed mobility defines the disturbance regime for river ecosystems. Ecological theories suggest that disturbance regime may control community structure and abundance ([Townsend et al. 1997]). While the ecological implications of varying bed mobility intensity and timing are substantial, there has been only limited ([Lisle et al. 2000]) work within the process geomorphology community on this subject.

The stability of an individual grain on the bed surface is a function of the balance between the drag exerted by the flow and the weight of a grain holding it in place. This relationship, which provides a starting point for studies of bed surface grain size and mobility, is expressed as:

\[ \tau^* = \frac{\rho h S}{(\rho_s - \rho)D_{50}} \]  

(1.1)

where \( \rho_s \) is the density of sediment, \( \rho \) is the density of the water, \( h \) is bankfull depth, \( S \) is channel slope, and \( D_{50} \) is the median grain size on the bed surface and \( \tau^* \) is the non-dimensional shear stress, or Shields stress. The critical Shields stress (\( \tau^*_c \)) is defined as the value of \( \tau^* \) that exceeds a threshold value so that sediment transport is initiated on the bed. This critical value of Shields stress is empirically determined. While there is substantial scatter in the data ([Buffington 2004]) for...
and Montgomery (1997), incipient motion of the median grain size tends to occur between $\tau^*_c = 0.03$ and 0.06.

On the drainage basin scale grain size tends to decrease downstream as source material shifts from freshly weathered blocks sourced from headwater streams to finer material sourced from the lowlands (Sklar and Dietrich, 2006). Threshold channel theory (Li, 1975) suggests that alluvial channels adjust their dimensions so that at any point in the channel, the median grain size is at the threshold for motion at bankfull flow. In terms of Shields stress, this means that bankfull Shields stress, $\tau^*_f$, is very near $\tau^*_c$. Taking this simplified approach to explaining the grain size in a channel, knowledge about the bankfull depth and slope of a river should be enough to predict the median grain size. While this approach is useful at the broad scale, and produces accurate grain size predictions in some places (Snyder et al., 2013), factors such as shear stress partitioning between the grains on the bed and other roughness elements (e.g. Buffington et al., 2004) and surface grain size patchiness (Nelson et al., 2010) complicate the realities of predicting grain size in a natural channel from channel morphology.

In natural channels, roughness elements extract momentum from the flow so that only a part of the total bankfull shear stress in the river acts on the bed. This 'partitioning' of shear stress by in-channel wood (Manga and Kirchner, 2000), bedforms (Buffington and Montgomery, 1999a), and coarse grains (Yager et al., 2007) causes the effective stress acting on the bed to decrease, thereby decreasing the competent grain size. In addition, channels with very high sediment supply (Sklar and Dietrich, 2008) may maintain bankfull stresses well in excess of what is required to initiate motion. Though not strictly 'partitioning' of shear stress away from the bed, this excess shear stress beyond the threshold for motion is an additional component of shear stress to be accounted for at bankfull flow, and
thus represents a complication to the simple threshold channel theory. We can thus frame total shear stress ($\tau_{\text{total}}$) in terms of these components,

$$\tau_{\text{total}} = \rho ghS = \tau_c + \tau_{\text{roughness}} + \tau_{Qxs}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where $\tau_{\text{roughness}}$ is the portion of shear stress accommodated by roughness elements such as wood and bedforms, $\tau_{Qxs}$ is the excess shear stress needed to transport a high sediment flux. Because the grain size in the channel is in equilibrium with only a part of the total shear stress, reach-averaged median grain size may be far smaller than would be predicted from the threshold channel theory and equation I.1 in rivers that have adjusted to high sediment supply and abundant roughness elements such as large in-channel wood.

Sediment transport, which I consider here through the lens of river bed mobility, is a function of channel geometry, flow regime, and the grain size distribution of the bed surface. There is an active field of research focusing on sediment transport (e.g. Parker, 1990a; Church and Hassan, 2002; Wilcock and Crowe, 2003; King et al., 2004; Turowski et al., 2010; Bunte et al., 2013), but only limited work has focused on comparing the mobility of different riverbeds (Lisle et al., 2000).

The timing of bed mobility is largely determined by the timing of high flows (e.g. high-discharge storms or seasonal snowmelt). The intensity of bed mobility is a more complex function of evolving channel geometry and grain size effects. Shear stress, and therefore bed mobility, increases with water discharge as the depth of flow increases. The rate of increase of flow depth with discharge is moderated by channel geometry (which, in turn, reflects the integrated effects of bed mobilizing flows). The relationship between flow depth and sediment transport intensity is a function of hiding effects: small grains are less mobile when hidden in pockets between large grains. A realistic treatment of bed mobility requires
well-calibrated rating curves to relate discharge and channel geometry as well as sediment transport equations that account for hiding effects.
Chapter 2

Basin-scale methods for predicting salmonid spawning habitat via grain size and riffle spacing, tested in a California coastal drainage

2.1 Abstract

Basin-scale predictive geomorphic models for river characteristics, particularly grain size, can aid in salmonid habitat identification. However, these basin-scale methods are largely untested with actual habitat usage data. Here, we develop and test an approach for predicting grain size distributions from high resolution LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)-derived topographic data for a 77 km$^2$ watershed along the central California Coast. This approach improves on previ-
ous efforts in that it predicts the full grain size distribution and incorporates an empirically calibrated shear stress partitioning factor. The predicted grain size distributions are used to calculate the fraction of the bed area movable by spawning fish. We then compare the ‘movable fraction’ to 7 years of observed spawning data. We find that predicted movable fraction explains the paucity of spawning in the upper reaches of the study drainage, but does not explain variation along the mainstem. In search of another morphologic characteristic that may help explain the variation within the mainstem, we measure riffle density, a proxy for physical habitat complexity. We find that field surveys of riffle density explain 64% of the variation in spawning in these mainstem reaches, suggesting that within reaches of appropriate sized gravel, spawning density is related to riffle density. Because riffle density varies systematically with channel width, predicting riffle spacing is straightforward with LiDAR data. Taken together, these findings demonstrate the efficacy of basin-scale spawning habitat predictions made using high-resolution digital elevation models.

2.2 Introduction

When salmon return to their natal streams to breed, they build their nests (redds) in reaches with specific hydrologic and geomorphic characteristics. The ability to identify and predict the in-stream physical conditions that drive the redd site selection process is important to salmon habitat protection and restoration efforts. Among the many physical characteristics that contribute to drive spawning site selection (e.g. water depth, velocity, hyporheic exchange, bedform morphology; Bjornn and Reiser, 1991; Crisp and Carling, 1989; Geist and Dauble, 1998; Hanrahan, 2007; Montgomery et al., 1996, 1999a; Soulsby et al., 2001), grain size exerts a fundamental control on the distribution of available spawning habitat.
because a fish must be able to mobilize bed sediment in order to excavate a nest, or redd, in which eggs are buried (Buffington et al., 2004; Kondolf and Wolman, 1993; Riebe et al., 2014).

Given the importance of grain size to spawning site selection, geomorphologists have proposed several methods for predicting bed surface grain size (Wilkins and Snyder, 2011; Gorman et al., 2011; Buffington et al., 2004) to determine the distribution of spawning gravel at the basin scale. It has been asserted that these methods represent a potentially valuable tool for watershed managers; however, these assertions are largely untested. To our knowledge, the accuracy of a grain size prediction method has only been tested in one study, (Snyder et al., 2013), which focused on formerly glaciated rivers in Maine. Furthermore, with only one exception (Buffington, J. M. et al., 2003), no proposed methods of basin-scale salmonid habitat prediction (e.g. Buffington, J. M. et al., 2003; Burnett et al., 2007; May and Lisle, 2012) have been tested against habitat use data. This lack of testing of basin-scale habitat prediction methods with actual habitat use data represents an important gap in the literature.

Here we take advantage of a unique opportunity to both make predictions of reach-scale habitat suitability (focusing on grain size and riffle spacing) and test those predictions with habitat use data. We focus on a small mountainous drainage in the central California Coast Range, Scott Creek, with widely varying grain size and well-monitored salmonid populations. The unique combination of high-resolution aerial LiDAR-derived topographic data (hereafter referred to as 'LiDAR data') and multiple years of complete spawning season redd surveys in Scott Creek enable this effort. Our goal is to develop and test a method for predicting salmonid spawning habitat on the drainage basin scale, based on remotely sensed topographic data and limited field calibration.
The method we propose builds on previously proposed methods, specifically, Buffington et al. (2004) and Snyder et al. (2013), in that we predict median bed surface grain size by explicitly empirically calibrating a relationship for the amount of the total bankfull stress available to transport the grains on the bed. In addition, recognizing that a salmon's ability to move sediment is affected by the full grain size distribution present on the bed (Riebe et al., 2014), not just the median grain size, we extend our model to make predictions of bed surface grain size distributions. From these grain size distributions, we can predict the fraction of the bed area movable by a salmonid of a given length. We then test the strength of this metric ('movable fraction', developed by Riebe et al. 2014) as a predictor of spawning site selection by comparing our movable fraction predictions to observed coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) and steelhead trout (O. mykiss) spawning survey data.

Finally, we explore the extent to which the density of riffle bedforms along Scott Creek can explain the variation in observed redd density between reaches with similar movable fraction. It is widely recognized that salmonids tend to spawn in channels with pool-riffle morphology, specifically at the tail of a pool and start of a riffle (e.g. Briggs, 1953; Shapovalov and Taft, 1954; Geist and Dauble, 1998; Montgomery et al., 1999a; Hanrahan, 2007). Preference for these sites is likely due to the fact that hyporheic exchange, which causes flow of oxygenated water and flushes metabolic waste away from the incubating eggs, is induced by changes in bed topography such as riffles (Tonina and Buffington, 2009). Additionally, riffle density may be viewed as a proxy for physical habitat complexity. In forested mountain streams, riffles are often forced by large in-channel wood (LW; Montgomery et al., 1995), which provides cover and hydraulic refuge for salmonids (Roni and Quinn, 2001). Pool-riffle couplets also create hydraulic habitat com-
plexity, creating zones of slack water refuge as well as swift water drift-feeding habitat for juveniles (Booker et al., 2004). Thus, where bed surface grain size is in the range for spawning (Kondolf and Wolman, 1993), the presence of riffles is often correlated with spawning site selection (e.g. Hanrahan, 2007).

Many factors beyond grain size and riffle spacing also drive redd site selection. For instance, flow velocity and depth are widely recognized as controls on redd distribution within a reach (e.g. Knapp and Preisler, 1999; Geist et al., 2000; Moir and Pasternack, 2008). Additionally, the distribution of redds within a drainage varies from year to year (Isaak and Thurow, 2006). The approach we take here is a simplified prediction, focusing solely on reach-averaged channel characteristics that we can estimate from LiDAR data and limited field calibration. However, we recognize that many other factors influence redd site selection at both the reach (e.g. habitat connectivity Isaak et al., 2007) and sub-reach (e.g. depth, velocity) scale. The value of our approach lies in its potential application to rapid, basin-scale identification of spawning habitat for protection and restoration efforts.
### Table 2.1: Reach averaged data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tributary ID</th>
<th>Reach length m</th>
<th>S (^a) m/m</th>
<th>w (^b) m</th>
<th>A (^a) km²</th>
<th>h (^c) m</th>
<th>D(_{50}) (^d) m</th>
<th>D(_{84}) (^d) m</th>
<th>Avg annual redd density (^e) count/km/yr</th>
<th>Reach Morph. (^f)</th>
<th>Riffles/ km(^g) count/km</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scott Creek 3</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.022 (0.024)</td>
<td>0.074 (0.043)</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>P-R</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Creek 4</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.053 (0.027)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.064)</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>P-R</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Creek 5</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.052 (0.026)</td>
<td>0.115 (0.015)</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>P-R</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Creek 6</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.028 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.063 (0.013)</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>P-R</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Creek 7</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.03 (0.008)</td>
<td>0.061 (0.012)</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>P-R</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Creek 11</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.029 (0.014)</td>
<td>0.063 (0.019)</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>P-R</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Creek 12</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.034 (0.008)</td>
<td>0.078 (0.013)</td>
<td>13.49</td>
<td>P-R</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Creek 24</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.117 (0.029)</td>
<td>0.239 (0.049)</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Creek 25</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>0.0285</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.123 (0.033)</td>
<td>0.299 (0.052)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>S-P</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill Creek 31</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.062 (0.031)</td>
<td>0.174 (0.06)</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill Creek 32</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>0.0733</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.131 (0.046)</td>
<td>0.337 (0.073)</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(S\) (channel slope), \(w\) (bankfull channel width), \(A\) (drainage area), \(h\) (bankfull water depth), \(D_{50}\) (measured median bed-surface grain size), \(D_{84}\) (84th percentile bed surface grain size), average annual redd density, reach morphology, and riffle density are all reach-averaged values.

\(^a\) Mean of measurements made for 100 m spaced grain size measurement stations

\(^b\) Mean of 15 m spaced width measurements made using HEC-RAS

\(^c\) From hydraulic geometry scaling with drainage area.

\(^d\) In parentheses: standard deviation of the mean of the 100-m spaced grain size measurement stations within each reach.

\(^e\) Averaged over 7 years of redd count data.

\(^f\) P-R = pool-riffle, PB = plane bed, S-P = step-pool, CA = cascade. Surveyed in the field.

\(^g\) Surveyed in the field. Mill Creek reaches were not surveyed for riffle spacing.
2.2.1 Study Site

Our study focuses on Scott Creek, a coastal watershed with a drainage area of 77 km² in the Santa Cruz Mountains, north of Monterey Bay, California (Figure 2.1). The drainage runs over Miocene aged mudstone, with Cretaceous granodiorite in the upper reaches of its two main tributaries, Big Creek and Mill Creek (Brabb, 1989). The Santa Cruz Mountains have a long-term rock uplift rate of 0.1-0.8 mm/yr (Bürgmann et al., 1994; Anderson, 1990) and erosion rates of 0.1-0.6 mm/yr (Gudmundsdottir et al., 2013). The region has a Mediterranean climate with cool, rainy winters and dry summers. No dams or diversions regulate flow in the drainage. Average annual precipitation is 113 cm (PRISIM Climate Group, 2004). The dominant riparian vegetation shifts going upstream from alder and willow in the lower reaches to coastal redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) in the upper reaches and tributaries. In the early 1900s, a large portion of the watershed was clear-cut for lumber (Cal Poly Swanton Pacific Ranch, 2012); since then, logging has been by selective harvest (Drew Perkins, personal communication). Near-infrared (non-bathymetric) LiDAR data for Scott Creek was collected in March 2011 by the National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM). The LiDAR-derived point cloud has a density of approximately 10 points/m², from which a 1-m resolution digital elevation model (DEM) of the bare-earth ground surface was made for this study.

Within the Scott Creek drainage, our study focuses on portions of the mainstem of Scott Creek as well as its two largest tributaries, Big Creek and Mill Creek, which drain 29 km² and 10 km², respectively (Figure 2.1). The study areas include seven reaches in Scott Creek and two reaches in both Mill and Big Creeks, respectively, for a total of 11 reaches. These study reaches were selected by National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for repeat spawning surveys. The
Figure 2.1: Study area, with 100 m spaced field measurement sites marked with black and white dots. Reach numbers, labeled in black, correspond to those listed in Table 2.1. Red squares mark the location of natural barriers to fish migration.
reaches (509-821 m in length) range in slope from 0.4% to 7.3%, and in median grain size from 0.022 m to 0.13 m (Table 2.1). Previous workers found that that stream temperature varies by less than 1°C between upstream and downstream reaches (Sogard et al., 2012). Coho salmon in the coastal streams of central California are listed as endangered under the Federal Endangered Species Act (NOAA 2012), while steelhead trout in this region are listed as threatened (NOAA 2011). The Santa Cruz Mountains mark the southern extent of coho salmon habitat (NOAA 2012). Between 2007 and 2013, the estimated average annual return of coho salmon and steelhead trout to the Scott Creek drainage has been 10 and 185, respectively (Sean Hayes, unpublished data, 2013). Barriers to fish passage that mark the upstream extent of anadromous fish habitat are located 13.0 km (Scott Creek), 9.6 km (Mill Creek), and 6.3 km (Big Creek) upstream from the outlet of Scott Creek into the Pacific Ocean. There is a small hatchery located on Big Creek (Figure 2.1), operated since 1982 by a non-profit organization (Monterey Bay Salmon and Trout Project) in association with the California Department of Fish and Game.

2.3 Methods

We make and test predictions of the median bed surface grain size, $D_{50}$, for 100-m spaced sites throughout our 11 study reaches in the Scott Creek watershed using three methods: two previously proposed and one that we present below. We then make predictions of the whole grain size distribution, from which we calculate the fraction of the bed area movable by a salmonid of a given length ($F_m$). Next we compare $F_m$ to observed redd density. Additionally, in the field we measure riffle spacing and compare it to redd density. Lastly, we show that riffle spacing can be predicted from channel width. Extending these methods beyond
the 11 reaches surveyed in the field, we make predictions of $F_m$, and riffle spacing for all reaches in the Scott Creek drainage that are accessible to steelhead trout and coho salmon. The workflow for the method is shown in Figure 2.2.

### Figure 2.2: Workflow for the method presented in this paper.

#### 2.3.1 Median Grain Size ($D_{50}$) Prediction

A number of grain size prediction methods have been proposed in the literature (Buffington et al., 2004; Gorman et al., 2011; Wilkins and Snyder, 2011). These methods typically assume that the channel in question has evolved so that its entire bankfull reach-averaged bed stress (Wilkins and Snyder, 2011) or some fraction of it (Buffington et al., 2004) is available to act on the grains deposited on the bed. This approach allows for the prediction of grain size by first assuming that the stress necessary to move the median grains on the bed occurs at bankfull conditions and then solving for median grain size in the Shields equation (Paola and Mohrig, 1996).
\[ \tau_{bf}^* = \frac{\rho h S}{(\rho_{sed} - \rho) D_{50}} \]  

\begin{equation} \tag{2.1} \end{equation}

eqn

where \( \tau_{bf}^* \) is the bankfull Shields number, \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity \((9.8 \text{ m/s}^2)\), \( \rho \) is the density of water \((1000 \text{ kg/m}^3)\), \( \rho_{sed} \) is the density of the sediment \((\text{roughly } 2650 \text{ kg/m}^3)\), \( h \) is reach-average bankfull depth, \( S \) is reach-average channel slope, and \( D_{50} \) is the median grain size on the bed surface. Importantly, in order to predict grain size from bankfull shear stress in a channel with substantial roughness, it is necessary to 'partition' shear stress between that which acts on grains on the bed and that which acts on roughness elements including in-channel wood [Manga and Kirchner 2000], bedforms (e.g. Buffington and Montgomery 1999a) and boulders [Yager et al. 2007]. In addition, channels with very high sediment supply [Sklar and Dietrich 2008] or vegetated banks [Parker et al. 2007] may maintain bankfull stresses well in excess of what is required to initiate motion.

In this study, we make grain size predictions using the [Wilkins and Snyder 2011] and [Buffington et al. 2004] methods; additionally, here we develop a new approach to predict median grain size using a single empirically calibrated shear stress partitioning coefficient. For a thorough review and explanation of the previously proposed methods, see Snyder et al. (2013).

This Study

We describe the critical shear stress \((\tau_c)\) for the initiation of grain motion as one component of total bankfull shear stress \((\tau_{bf})\) in a reach of river, such that

\[ \tau_{bf} = \rho gh S = \tau_c + \tau_{bedforms} + \tau_{LW} + \tau_{Qxs} + \tau_{other} \]  

\begin{equation} \tag{2.2} \end{equation}
where $\tau_{\text{bedforms}}$ is the portion of shear stress associated with momentum loss due to bedform roughness, $\tau_{\text{LW}}$ is the shear stress associated with large in-channel wood, $\tau_{Qxs}$ is the excess shear stress (above critical stress) associated with mobile sediment at bankfull flow (Sklar and Dietrich, 2008), and $\tau_{\text{other}}$ represents other channel conditions (such as bank vegetation or sinuosity) that extract momentum from the flow. Framing critical shear stress in this way, we can describe it in terms of a proportion ($\beta$) of bankfull shear stress, such that

$$\beta = \frac{\tau_c}{\tau_{bf}}$$

Thus, $\beta$ represents the magnitude of the partitioning of bankfull shear stress, where a value of $\beta = 1$ corresponds with no partitioning of shear stress ($\tau_c = \tau_{bf}$) and $\beta < 1$ corresponds with momentum losses and excess shear stress that result in $\tau_c$ being less than $\tau_{bf}$. We then non-dimensionalize equation (3) with equation (1) to solve for median grain size ($D_{50}$),

$$D_{50} = \frac{\beta \tau_{bf}}{(\rho_{sed} - \rho) g \tau_c^*}$$

where $\tau_c^*$ is the critical Shields number and $\rho_{sed}$ is the density of sediment, approximated as 2650 kg/m$^3$. Rather than selecting a single value of $\tau_c^*$ (e.g. 0.03), we chose to use the slope-dependent critical Shields number relation (Lamb et al., 2008): $\tau_c^* = 0.15 S^{0.25}$. Thus, our equation for median grain size becomes:

$$D_{50} = \frac{\beta \rho h S^{0.75}}{0.15(\rho_{sed} - \rho)}$$

The magnitude of shear stress partitioning ($\beta$) depends on conditions that vary both by reach and regionally. For example, in gravel-bedded channels, it
has been proposed that bedform roughness should be lowest in reaches with plane bed morphology and higher in pool-riffle reaches (Buffington et al. 2004), making partitioning dependent on channel-reach morphology. Additionally, because the density of LW varies between and within streams, depending on natural wood loading and transport as well as management choices (Benda and Sias 2003; Bilby and Ward 1991), partitioning due to LW may vary. Furthermore, gravel flux typically increases downstream, increasing the magnitude of $\tau_{Qxs}$ (Sklar and Dietrich 2008). Because the relative magnitude of each of the terms in equation 2.2 can vary greatly depending on local conditions, we proceed with the simplest assumption: that regional effects (catchment erosion rates, etc.) will outweigh between-reach differences (number of pieces of LW, sinuosity, etc.) in partitioning. We therefore assume that $\beta$ is roughly constant within the extent of the drainage available to spawning salmon. This assumption is tested below.

**Buffington et al. (2004) method**

The Buffington et al. (2004) method for predicting $D_{50}$ forms the basis of the method we propose above; however, it differs in that it incorporates partitioning of shear stress by assuming a power law scaling between shear stress and critical Shields stress $\tau^*_c = k(\tau_{bf})m$, such that

$$D_{50} = \frac{(\rho h S)^{(1-m)}}{(\rho_{sed} - \rho)kg^m}.$$

In this method, separate values of $k$ and $m$ are empirically determined for different channel-reach morphologies (i.e. plane bed, pool-riffle, step-pool, cascade) (Montgomery and Buffington 1997). When applying this method across whole drainage basins, channel-reach morphology is inferred from reach-averaged channel slope (Buffington et al. 2004). Where channel slope is between 1.5% and
3%, large wood (LW) can force plane bed channel morphology into forced pool-riffle channel morphology; as a result, it is necessary to select which of the two morphologies is most likely in the study area.

**Wilkins and Snyder (2011) method**

Wilkins and Snyder (2011) use Manning’s equation (Manning, 1891) and mass continuity ($Q = whv$, where $v$ is average water velocity and $w$ is bankfull channel width) to substitute bankfull channel width for water depth in the Shields equation (equation 1), yielding

$$D_{50} = \rho n^{3/5} Q_2^{3/5} w^{-3/5} S^{7/10}/(\rho_{sed} - \rho) \tau_c^*$$

where $Q_2$ is the 2 year recurrence interval flood discharge, a rough estimate for the bankfull discharge (Leopold et al., 1964). $Q_2$ is calculated for any point in the drainage network through a scaling relationship with drainage area ($A$), $Q = bA$. This method has the potential to be useful in an entrenched alluvial channel such as Scott Creek, in which it is possible to measure $w$ from high resolution LiDAR data, but in which $h$ cannot be estimated remotely. The potential drawbacks of the method are the omission of stress partitioning, the need to define a flood recurrence interval relationship (difficult in un-gaged rivers), and the uncertainty in estimating a Manning’s roughness coefficient ($n$).

### 2.3.2 Model inputs: GIS and Field Data

We tested the three $D_{50}$ prediction methods using data from 11 study reaches within the Scott Creek drainage network. Within each of these reaches, we sampled grain size in the field at cross-sections spaced 100 m apart (71 in total) and pre-determined in a GIS database. By sampling at fixed intervals, regardless of
the bedform or morphologic unit, we ensured that our field measurements captured a representative sampling of the grain size patches in each reach. In order to compute the reach-averaged bankfull stress \( \tau_{bf} = \rho gh S \), we used a combination of field and digital elevation model (DEM) based topographic measurements. Following the methods described by Snyder et al. (2013), we measured channel thalweg slope and drainage area for the 100 m spaced stations in ArcGIS from the LiDAR DEM. We made slope measurements using a centered difference approach, calculating channel slope over 200 m intervals centered at each 100 m spaced station (Snyder et al., 2013). The depth-slope product yields reliable predictions of bed surface shear stress when calculated for reaches longer than the backwater length \( h/S \), Paola and Mohrig (1996). By measuring slope over 200-m increments, we make measurements over a distance greater than the backwater length for just over half of our sites (median \( h/S = 245 \)). Although previous grain size prediction efforts have successfully used the depth-slope product to predict grain size over length scales less than the backwater length (Snyder et al., 2013), we acknowledge this as a potential source of error and explore it in the discussion. In the field, we measured grain size at each 100-m spaced station using a Wolman (1954) pebble count, using a ruler to measure the intermediate axis diameter of 100 or more grains at each site. Average bankfull flow depth \( h \) estimates were made only where indicators of bankfull flow height (e.g., debris on banks or in trees, changes in vegetation) were present within 20 m upstream or downstream of a 100 m sampling site. Fitting these measurements we found a bankfull depth \( m \) to drainage area \( m^2 \) hydraulic geometry scaling relationship Leopold and Maddock (1953) (Supporting Information Figure 1a):

\[
h = 0.0062A^{0.32}
\]
Combining channel slope measurements from the LiDAR DEM, extrapolated bankfull depth from equation 2.8, slope-dependent critical bankfull Shields stress \((\tau^*_c)\) (Lamb et al., 2008), and measured \(D_{50}\), we minimized root mean square error to find the partitioning \(\beta\) value that yielded the best fit between the median grain size predicted via equation 2.5 and observed median grain size at each of the 71 study reaches. These values were then averaged by reach. We use this optimized value of \(\beta\) along with Equation 2.8 and S and A measurements from the DEM to predict \(D_{50}\) throughout the entirety of the Scott Creek drainage network using Equation 2.5.

In addition to the estimates of \(h\) and \(S\), the Wilkins and Snyder (2011) method requires estimates of \(Q_2\), \(w\), and Manning's \(n\). We estimated \(w\) using HEC-RAS a 1-dimensional hydraulic model, according to the method described by Finnegan and Balco (2013). Because near-infrared LiDAR does not penetrate the water surface, our HEC-RAS modeled flows are superimposed on top of the low-flow water surface captured when the LiDAR data were collected, and do not represent the actual discharge at bankfull flow. We input values of roughness and discharge sufficient to yield a modeled water surface that filled the incised channel, which we identified visually from the LiDAR-derived DEM. Because channel width varied substantially within each reach, we measured bankfull channel width for cross sections spaced every 15m throughout Scott Creek and its two tributaries, Mill Creek and Big Creek. To do this, we used ArcGIS to 'clip' the channel cross section lines, which are created automatically as a part of the HEC-RAS channel topography extraction, to the width of the modeled water surface extent. We then calculated the length of the resulting (clipped) cross section lines, yielding an estimate of bankfull channel width \(w\) at each 15 m spaced cross section. Using HEC-RAS allowed us to make >1500 width estimates throughout the drainage
(which we also use to estimate riffle density, below), a task that would be cumbersome by hand. Following the method described by [Snyder et al. 2013], we used these point measurements to calibrate a basin-wide hydraulic geometry scaling relationship [Leopold and Maddock 1953] to relate \( w \) (m) and \( A \) (m\(^2\)) (Supporting Information Figure 1b):

\[
w = 0.0028A^{0.49}
\]  

(2.9)

Using this relationship, we calculated a representative channel width for each 100 m station. Following the methods in [Wilkins and Snyder 2011], we visually estimated Manning’s \( n \) in the field [Barnes 1967], and determined that it varies between (and sometimes within) study reaches from 0.03-0.05. Calculating the 2-year recurrence interval discharge \( Q^2 \) for Scott Creek, a required input for the [Wilkins and Snyder 2011] method, proved problematic in Scott Creek, for which a long term stream gage record does not exist. A USGS stream gage operated in Scott Creek intermittently from 1937 to 1973, with a total of 19 years of data (including both daily average flow and peak annual flood). Given the potential for error when estimating a 2-year recurrence interval discharge calculated with only 19 years of data, we compared the Scott Creek record to that for Soquel Creek, a nearby drainage of a similar area, precipitation gradient, and similar flood stage hydrographs (Supporting Information Figure 2) with a 62 year USGS stream gage record (1950-2012, including both daily average flow and peak annual flood). From the Soquel Creek data, we found that the years of Scott Creek data yielded a \( Q^2 \) 9% lower than the \( Q^2 \) based on the complete dataset. Based on this finding, we adjusted our Scott Creek \( Q^2 \) to be 9% higher than that from the years on record. Using this adjustment and a linear scaling between discharge (m\(^3\)/s) and drainage area (m\(^2\)) [Snyder et al. 2013] the bankfull discharge to drainage
area relationship is:

\[ Q_2 = (4.365 \times 10^{-7})A \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

### 2.3.3 Predicting Grain Size Distributions and Movable Fraction

We make predictions of 'moveable fraction' \((F_m)\), a metric that quantifies the suitability of a grain size distribution to salmon spawning in terms of the fraction of the bed area movable by a salmon of a given body length \(\text{[Riebe et al., 2014]}\). The movable fraction approach builds on the long-held observation that salmon spawning gravel size has an upper limit; \(\text{[Kondolf and Wolman, 1993]}\) found that salmonids of many species spawn in gravel with surface \(D_{50}\) up to 10% of their body length. \(F_m\) is suggestive of good spawning gravel, though it should be noted that \(F_m\) does not account for the negative impact of sand and silt on spawning gravel suitability.

In order to predict \(F_m\), we need an estimate of the complete bed surface grain size distribution, not just the \(D_{50}\). To predict the grain size distribution at each one of our sample sites, we take advantage of the fact that river gravels, including those in Scott Creek, tend to have roughly log-normal grain size distributions \(\text{[Bunte and Abt, 2001]}\). We caution that this assumption should be tested with field data, especially in channels with large fine sediment accumulations or lag deposits. Using the observed ratio between \(D_{84}\) and \(D_{50}\) from our field measurements of grain size in Scott Creek, as well as our predicted values of \(D_{50}\) (from Equation 5), we can calculate the geometric mean \((\log(D_{50}))\) and standard deviation \((\log(D_{84}/D_{50}))\) of the grain size distribution for each site \(\text{[Bunte and Abt, 2001]}\; \text{[Riebe et al., 2014]}\). Based on those values, we are able to create synthetic
log-normal grain size distributions for any site in the Scott Creek drainage network.

In order to determine the suitability of a grain size distribution for salmonid spawning, we compare each predicted grain size distribution to a representative maximum movable grain size for the salmonids spawning in the Scott Creek drainage. Using the median body length of the 597 returning adult female coho salmon and steelhead trout captured in Scott Creek between 2007 and 2013, 0.65 m, we calculate a threshold spawning gravel size according to the relationship

\[ D_t = 0.115(5L/3)^{0.62} \] \cite{Riebe2014},

where \( L \) is the median fish length in meters. Our analysis includes only female fish, as they are the ones that perform the majority of the digging during redd construction. Redd observations were not linked to individual species during the spawning surveys (described below), which prevents us from comparing species specific \( F_m \) to redd density; thus, we did not utilize separate threshold grain sizes for steelhead trout and coho salmon. However, the threshold grain size for coho salmon (which make up only 5% of the returning fish, median length = 56.5 cm) is only 0.01 m smaller than the threshold grain size for steelhead trout (median length = 65 cm, \( D_t = 0.12 \) m), resulting in little difference in \( F_m \) between these two species. In a river with multiple salmonid species of significantly different size, species specific calculation of \( F_m \) would be warranted. Using the species aggregate threshold grain size (\( D_t = 0.12 \) m) we can make a prediction of \( F_m \) for any reach in the Scott Creek drainage by calculating the fraction of the reach-averaged synthetic grain size distribution that is smaller than \( D_t \). In the results presented below, we calculate \( F_m \) at each 100-m spaced station, then find the average of those values to determine the reach-scale \( F_m \). Moveable fraction, as originally conceived by \cite{Riebe2014}, describes the fraction of movable particles within the grain size patch surrounding a redd.
However, the distribution of available grains should, in principle, limit spawning habitat suitability beyond the microhabitat scale. Boulder-bedded reaches will tend to have fewer pockets of suitable spawning habitat than their gravel-bedded counterparts. Here, we extend the application of $F_m$ to a reach scale. Below, we test the effectiveness of reach-scale $F_m$ in identifying spawning habitat by comparing it to reach-scale redd density.

Also of note, $F_m$ is a prediction of the movable fraction of the grains on the bed surface, which is likely different than the movable fraction of the subsurface grain size distribution. During redd excavation, salmonids mobilize both the surface and subsurface grains. However, the bed surface tends to be coarsened relative to the subsurface grain size distribution ([Parker et al.], 1982) making predictions of $F_m$ an estimate of the mobility of the coarsest grains encountered by a salmonid during redd excavation.

### 2.3.4 Survey of riffles in Scott Creek

With the goal of explaining the variation in redd density within areas of high $F_m$ (good spawning gravel), we mapped riffles in the field throughout the mainstem of Scott Creek and in Big Creek during baseflow conditions. We did not conduct a field survey of riffles in the study reaches of Mill Creek. Bedforms were classified as riffles if they had two of the following three qualities: 1) area of steeper water surface slope, juxtaposed with the shallow water surface slope of pools during base flow ([Leopold et al.], 1964), 2) a shallow depth with deeper pools immediately upstream and downstream, and 3) located between alternating bars where the thalweg traverses sides of the channel ([Keller and Melhorn], 1978). We recorded the center point of each riffle crest using a handheld global positioning system (GPS). As a part of the riffle survey, we also noted large in-channel wood in the
study reaches. We counted the number of large wood structures, either individual pieces or jams, greater than 10 cm in diameter and more than 1 m long within the bankfull channel, recording the location of each large wood structure with a handheld GPS.

2.3.5 Predicting Riffle Density

With the goal of estimating riffle density from the LiDAR data, we made predictions of channel-reach morphology and, within the reaches of predicted pool-riffle morphology, predictions of riffle density. We predicted channel-reach morphology from channel slope according to the classification system of (Montgomery and Buffington, 1997). We classified all reaches of slopes <1.5% as emergent pool-riffle morphology (Buffington et al., 2004). Where abundant large wood (LW) is present, forced pool-riffle morphology may form in slopes up to 3% (Buffington et al., 2004). Thus, we verified the morphology of these reaches (slope 1.5-3%) in the field. Within pool-riffle reaches, bedforms tend to display rhythmic spacing (Keller and Melhorn, 1978), with riffles spaced an average of 5-7 channel widths apart (e.g. Leopold et al., 1964; Hanrahan, 2007). In wood-rich environments, the spacing of bedforms tends to decrease to 2-4 widths or less (Montgomery et al., 1995). Taking advantage of this previously observed relationship between channel width and riffle density we made an estimate of reach-average relative riffle density for reaches of appropriate channel slope for pool-riffle morphology (<1.5%). Averaging the 15 m-spaced bankfull channel width estimates (from HEC-RAS, described above) by reach, we predicted riffle density by assuming that riffle density scales with bankfull channel width (assuming riffle spacing (number of channel widths between riffle crests) is 2.5). Using HEC-RAS to estimate width allowed us to automate average channel width calculations (n > 33 cross section mea-
measurements per reach) for all reaches in the drainage. We calculate observed riffle spacing for each reach by dividing the reach length (m) by the product of the reach-average channel width and the number of riffles observed in that reach.

### 2.3.6 Redd Counts

We compared the above measures of habitat suitability, $F_m$ and riffle spacing, against redd count data collected by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) from 2007 to 2013. Each year's redd count began when the seasonal lagoon at the mouth of Scott Creek breached in the late fall or early winter, and ended two weeks after the last new redd was sighted. Trained surveyors walked the length of the 11 study reaches weekly, marking redds with flagging to prevent duplicate entries. In this study, we compare $F_m$ and riffle spacing to observed average annual redd density (redds/km/yr) for each of the 11 study reaches. Salmonids inhabit a wide variety of fluvial systems; in this study we focus on a small, forested mountain drainage, while other studies have focused on spawning habitat in reaches with an order of magnitude greater channel width (e.g. Geist et al., 2000). Because our study reaches are narrow (bankfull widths listed in Table 2.1), and redds are rarely observed side by side in the channel (Sean Hayes, personal communication), we treat available spawning habitat as a one-dimensional problem, ignoring the direct effects of channel width on the distribution of redds. In large channels, where redds are often aligned side by side, perpendicular to the flow (e.g. Geist et al., 2000; Moir and Pasternack, 2010, 2008), channel width would be a necessary consideration.
2.3.7 Data Analysis

Predictions of grain size and $F_m$

To quantify the accuracy of each of the three grain size prediction methods described above, we compared predicted and observed median grain size for the 100 m spaced sites throughout Scott Creek and its tributaries. We compared the root mean square error (RMSE) between observed and predicted $D_{50}$ values for each of the three methods (Equations 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7). Because $F_m$ is calculated from $D_{50}$ and two coefficients which remain constant for all sites in the study area, successful prediction of $D_{50}$ is directly related to successful prediction of $F_m$. The relationship between $D_{50}$ and $F_m$ is illustrated in Supporting Information Figure A.3.

Predictions of spawning habitat

To determine whether the differences in average redd density (redds/km/yr) between study reaches were statistically significant, we performed a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test. We used linear regression to test whether $F_m$ and riffle density explain the variation in redd density between reaches. Because of the small sample size of study reaches ($n = 11$ reaches of redd data, and $n = 7$ reaches of pool-riffle morphology), we used a bootstrap-resampling technique to calculate the uncertainty associated with both the correlation between riffle spacing and channel width and the correlation between $F_m$ and redd density. We generated a bootstrapped dataset of 10,000 random samples with replacement from the original $F_m$ and riffle density data, calculating a correlation coefficient (r) for each of these random samples. From the distribution of bootstrapped r values, we calculate the 95% confidence interval associated with the correlation ([Efron, 1987]). This non-parametric analysis is based on the assumption that our data on redd
density and riffle spacing data are representative of the redd density and riffle density in the drainage.

2.4 Results

Within our study areas, observed median grain sizes range over almost two orders of magnitude, from 0.005 m in the lower mainstem of Scott Creek to 0.21 m in upper Mill Creek (100 m spaced sites), though the ratio of \( D_{84} \) to \( D_{50} \) (\( D_{84} = 2.29D_{50}; r^2 = 0.86 \)) remains constant throughout the creek (Figure 2.3). This scaling relationship is nearly identical to that computed from an independent analysis of 141 \( D_{84}-D_{50} \) pairs compiled from multiple datasets (Rickenmann and Recking, 2011). Reach average channel slope also varies over more than an order of magnitude between reaches, from 0.4% to 7.3% (Table 2.1).

Using the shear stress partitioning method (Equation 2.5), we predict median grain size (\( D_{50} \)) throughout Scott Creek, calibrating these predictions with data from 71 points (100 m spaced sites) throughout the study reaches. By minimizing root mean square error (RMSE) between predicted and observed grain size at the 71 100-m spaced grain size measurements sites in Scott Creek, we find that 28% of the total bankfull shear stress in Scott Creek goes to setting grain size (\( \beta = 0.28 \)). Additionally, when separately calculated for each of the 11 study reaches, \( \beta \) varies from 0.18 to 0.39 (Standard deviation = 0.06), and does not change systematically with channel slope within our study area (Figure 2.4).

Comparing the values of \( D_{50} \) predicted using the Wilkins and Snyder (2011), Buffington et al. (2004), and shear stress partitioning (presented here) methods to measurements made in the field, we find that all three methods predict \( D_{50} \) to within a RMSE of 0.034 m, given the right inputs (Table 2.2). We note that the Wilkins and Snyder (2011) method is sensitive to user choices of plausible
Figure 2.3: Comparison of $D_{84}$ and $D_{50}$ measured at each 100 m spaced grain size station in the study area (n=71) using Wolman (1954) ‘pebble counts’. Regression line takes the form $D_{84} = 2.29\ D_{50}$.

Figure 2.4: Bankfull shear stress partitioning (portion of total bankfull shear stress that sets grain size, equation 2) of each study reach plotted against channel slope. In the case of no partitioning, all points should fall on the line $\beta=1$. Channel morphology-slope relationships (Buffington et al., 2004) marked for reference.
values of Manning’s $n$ and $\tau^*_c$. By varying Manning’s $n$ between 0.03 and 0.05, the estimated range observed in the field, and varying $\tau^*_c$ within a standard range (0.03 and 0.05) [Buffington and Montgomery, 1997], we find that RMSE varies by a factor of four, from 0.025 m to 0.10 m. Conversely, we find that $D_{50}$ prediction success for the [Buffington et al., 2004] method is relatively insensitive to user choice of $\tau^*_c - \tau_{bf}$ scaling in Scott Creek. Selecting either the values of $k$ and $m$ for forced pool-riffle or for plane-bed morphology, a necessary choice for reaches with channel slope between 1.5% and 3%, has a minor effect on the overall grain size prediction success in Scott Creek (Table 2.2). Using the shear stress partitioning method proposed in this paper, our optimized predictions match observed $D_{50}$ (Table 2.2) with an RMSE of 0.025 m. Averaging these 100-m spaced station $D_{50}$ predictions and observations by reach (Figure 2.5), we find our grain size predictions are within +/- 30% of observed reach-average $D_{50}$ for 10 out of the 11 study reaches. Extending our $D_{50}$ predictions beyond the surveyed reaches, we use the stress partitioning method to make predictions of $D_{50}$ for all reaches in the Scott Creek drainage that are downstream of barriers to anadromous fish.

### Table 2.2: Accuracy of $D_{50}$ predictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Root mean squared error (RMSE) (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress partitioning (this study)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkins and Snyder method</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($n = 0.03, \tau^*_c = 0.05$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkins and Snyder method</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($n = 0.05, \tau^*_c = 0.03$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffington method (w/FPR)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffington method (no FPR)</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*a* Equation 5

*b* Equation 6, Wilkins and Snyder (2011)

*c* Equation 7, Buffington et al. (2004)
migration. Predicted reach-average $D_{50}$ in the Scott Creek drainage ranges from 0.03 to 0.21m.

**Figure 2.5:** Comparison of measured and predicted median grain size (using method developed here, Equation 5, partitioning coefficient ($\beta$) = 0.28) throughout Scott Creek. Grey dots mark predictions and measurements made for 100 m spaced points throughout the study area, black dots denote reach-averaged values. Error bars represent one standard deviation within binned data. Diagonal line indicates 1:1 agreement.

A comparison of field-measured grain size distributions and their synthetic counterparts is shown in Figure 2.6a. Because we binned all observed grain size measurements below 0.005 m into a single category (fines), we do not capture the fine-grained tail of the cumulative grain size distribution curve. Additionally, several sites had substantial mismatch in the lower half of the grain size distribution (e.g. site marked in green, Figure 2.6). Predictions matched observations more closely in the coarser half (>50% finer or, equivalently, $D_{50}$) of the distribution.
Figure 2.6: (a) Examples of predicted and observed grain size cumulative distribution curves for three 100-m spaced sampling sites in the study area. Observed (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines) data for a given site are marked in the same color. (b) Graphical representation of the method for calculating $F_m$ from $D_t$ and the grain size distribution curve. Note that the misfit in prediction and observation in the lower portion of the grain size distribution has no effect on the predicted $F_m$ at this site.
curves for most sites. While the individual observed grain size distributions do not perfectly match the measured distributions (Figure 2.6), the metric we are ultimately concerned with predicting is $F_m$. Because the threshold grain size for $F_m$ ($D_t = 0.12$ m) is greater than the reach-average $D_{50}$ for 87% of the sites, these poor predictions of the fine grained portion of the distribution have no effect on $F_m$. We illustrate this in Figure 2.6b. Using both the observed and predicted grain size distributions to calculate movable fraction ($F_m$), we find that, averaging our 100-m spaced stations by reach, observations match predictions +/- 6% for 9 out of 11 reaches (Figure 2.7). The remaining sites have a misfit between predicted and observed movable fraction of less than 15%. Reach average observed $F_m$, calculated from grain size measurements in the field, ranges from 0.49 to 0.98, while reach averaged predicted $F_m$ ranges from 0.39 to 0.95. As with $D_{50}$, we make predictions of $F_m$ for all reaches in the Scott Creek drainage that are within the extent of anadromy. Predicted $F_m$ within the drainage ranges from 0.24 to 0.95 (Figure 2.8).

Within surveyed reaches with channel slope <1.5% (n = 7), riffle density (riffles/km) varies strongly as a function of bankfull channel width (Figure 2.9a). On average, within these reaches, riffles are spaced 2.2 channel widths apart (standard deviation = 0.3 widths). The dotted line in Figure 2.9a represents a prediction of riffle density (riffles/km) assuming riffle spacing of 2.5 channel widths. Using this metric and the measured channel widths, we make predictions of riffle spacing for all reaches within the Scott Creek drainage (Figure 2.8c). Of note, channel slopes in three of the 11 study reaches are between 1.5 and 3%. As a result, the channel reach morphology could be predicted to be either forced pool-riffle or plane bed (Buffington et al., 2004). One of these three reaches, the downstream study reach in Mill Creek (Reach 31), was not surveyed for riffle density. Of the two reaches
Figure 2.7: Predicted and observed values of movable fraction of the bed area (Fm), averaged by reach. Diagonal line marks equality. Error bars show standard deviation of the observed and predicted Fm values for the 100 m spaced sites within each reach.

Figure 2.8: (a) Observed redd density (redds/km/yr) for all surveyed reaches. Reach numbers (marked in white) correspond to the data in Table 2.1. Red dots mark barriers to fish passage. (b) Prediction of movable fraction of the bed area (Fm) for reaches throughout Scott Creek and its tributaries. The 11 surveyed study reaches are outlined in black. (c) Predictions of riffle density (riffles/km) made by assuming pool riffle morphology occurs where channel slope is <1.5% and riffles are spaced an average of 2.5 bankfull channel widths apart. Reaches marked with dashed lines have slopes 1.5-3%, suggesting that they may be either plane bed or forced pool-riffle morphology (Buffington et al., 2004). Unmarked reaches situated downstream from barriers to anadromy (marked with red boxes) have slopes >3%, and are predicted to have no riffles.
with channel slope between 1.5 and 3% surveyed for riffles (both in Big Creek),
the lower was classified as plane bed morphology and the other was classified as
step-pool (Table 2.1) based on field observations. Riffle spacing in the lower reach
averaged 15.7 channel widths, and no riffles were observed in the upper reach.

Figure 2.9: (a) Observed riffle density as a function of channel width, measured
by reach for all reaches of pool-riffle morphology (n = 7) in Scott Creek. Dashed
line represents predicted riffle spacing of 5 channel widths. Dotted line represents
riffle spacing of 2.5 channel widths. Error bars show the standard deviation of
channel width measurements for each reach. Inset shows a comparison of measured
riffle density and predictions of riffle density (assuming 2.5 channel width spacing).
(b) Redd density as a function of riffle density for reaches in the mainstem of Scott
Creek.

Redd counts performed between 2007 and 2013 indicate that the average an-
nual density of redds ranged between study reaches from 1.8 to 14.8 redds per kilo-
meter per year of survey (Table 2.1). There are significant differences in spawning density between the study reaches (Kruskal-Wallis test: $\chi^2 = 28.1$; df = 10, p = 0.0018). That said, because a comparison between 11 reaches involves 55 unique pair-wise comparisons, non-parametric post hoc tests such as Mann-Whitney U have little power to detect significant differences between reaches. However, considering the distribution of redd densities for all of the seven years of redd survey data, trends remain consistent over time. For example, in all 7 years of record, redd density was higher in the two upstream-most reaches of the mainstem (Reaches 11 and 12, Table 2.1) than in the uppermost reaches in both Big Creek and Mill Creek (Reaches 25 and 32).

We observe variation in redd density associated with both predicted (Figure 2.10a) and observed (Figure 2.10b) reach-average movable fraction of the bed area. Linear regression suggests that variation in predicted $F_m$ explains 47% ($r^2 = 0.47$, p=0.02) of the variation in spawning density in Scott Creek. The bootstrapped 95% confidence interval for the positive correlation between $F_m$ and spawning density ($0.09 < r < 0.94$) is greater than 0, thus the positive correlation is significant.

The two surveyed reaches with the lowest predicted $F_m$, the uppermost surveyed reaches in Mill and Big Creeks, have the lowest redd densities. This trend of low spawning density in the lowest $F_m$ reaches was consistent in all 7 years of the spawning survey; this is illustrated in the data for individual years of spawning survey, shown as open circles in Figure 2.10a. However, reaches with high movable fraction do not have uniformly high redd density. Within reaches of $F_m > 0.88$, we observe more than threefold variation in redd density. Considering the variation in movable fraction spatially (Figure 2.8b), the upper reaches of Mill Creek and Big Creek have low $F_m$ and correspondingly low spawning density. On the other hand, in the mainstem of Scott Creek, $F_m$ is uniformly high, but spawning
density varies greatly. A comparison of redd density and $D_{50}$ yields equivalent results because predicted $F_m$ is a function of $D_{50}$ and a constant ratio of $D_{84}/D_{50}$ (Supporting Information Figure A.3).

Within the high $F_m$ reaches of the mainstem, redd density is positively correlated with riffle density (Figure 2.9b). Using linear regression, we find that the variation in riffle density explains 64% ($r^2 = 0.64$, $p = 0.03$) of the variation in redd density within finer grained mainstem reaches, all of which have $> 88\% F_m$. Despite the small dataset, the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval for the correlation coefficient (95% C.I.: $0.30 < r < 0.99$) is positive, meaning that this positive correlation is statistically significant.

2.5 Discussion

$F_m$ and riffle density as predictors of spawning suitability A primary goal of this work is to test the extent to which $F_m$, and as a corollary, grain size, can be used to explain salmonid spawning distribution. Comparing the predicted values of $F_m$ to average observed redd density over the 7 years of observation, we find that $F_m$ explains 47% of the variation in spawning density (Figure 2.10a). We observe the lowest redd densities (redds/km/yr) in the two reaches with the lowest movable fractions. This corresponds well with observations of spawning cited in the literature. While $F_m$ of a reach can theoretically vary from 0 - 1, data from Riebe et al. (2014) strongly suggest that spawning tends to occur where $F_m$ is high, with almost all spawning happening in reaches where $F_m > 0.75$ (Figure 2.10c). Their data, many of which come from previously published observations of spawning, record the bed surface grain size at the redd site, rather than at the spawning reach scale. However, reach average spawning gravel suitability is directly related to the cumulative suitability of each grain size patch within that
Figure 2.10: (a) Comparison of predicted movable fraction (Fm) and observed redd density (redds/km/yr). Hollow circles mark the redd density observed in each reach in each of the 7 years of study. Black dots denote the average observed redd density (redds/km/yr) over the 7 year period. Horizontal error bars mark the standard deviation of predicted Fm from the 100 m spaced sites in each reach. (b) Same as (a), showing observed Fm calculated using field measured grain size distributions. (c) Histogram of Fm of spawning reaches, calculated from data from former studies (Riebe et al. (2014) (Chinook data only, Supplementary Information, table 3); Kondolf and Wolman (1993) (Table 2.1 only fish >0.4 m in length). Note that Fm is high (> 0.8) in the majority of reaches where spawning occurs.
reach. In the Scott Creek drainage, the reaches with highest observed redd density have high movable fraction, $F_m > 0.88$, however not all reaches with high movable fraction have high redd density. Considering the spatial trends in $F_m$ throughout the Scott Creek drainage network, low spawning density in the upper reaches of both tributaries (Reaches 25 and 32, Figure 2.8a) can be well explained by large grain size, and thus low $F_m$. However, variation in spawning within the mainstem, where movable fraction is uniformly $> 0.88$ throughout, cannot be explained by grain size. A comparison of reach 3 to reaches 11 and 12 illustrates this point: $F_m$ is high in all three reaches ($> 0.92$), while redd density is higher in reaches 11 and 12 than in reach 3 during 6 out of the 7 years on record (average 3.8, 14.8, and 13.5 redds/km/yr, respectively, Table 2.1). This supports the idea that reaches with suitably sized spawning gravel (high $F_m$) are not all equally suitable for spawning. Thus, models of reach-averaged $F_m$ may be useful in predicting reaches of low spawning suitability but, alone, these models cannot be used to explain where in a drainage network the highest spawning density will occur.

In order to explain the variation in redd density within the mainstem of Scott Creek, we turn to another geomorphic characteristic that has been correlated with spawning sites and is predictable from LiDAR data: riffle bedforms. Observed riffle density, as mapped in the field, explains 64% of the variation in redd density in the mainstem ($p = 0.02$, Figure 2.9b). This regression suggests that the prediction, or direct identification, of riffles from remotely sensed data such as LiDAR-derived DEMs is a valuable tool for predicting the distribution of salmon spawning in a drainage network. Because the LiDAR data for Scott Creek are near-infrared and, thus, record the water surface rather than channel bathymetry, direct identification of riffles in the DEM was not possible. The increasing availability of airborne green wavelength LiDAR, which yields a bathymetric DEM,
may allow for the direct identification of riffles remotely (Hilldale and Raff, 2008; McKean et al., 2008).

Despite the fact that we do not see variations in bed topography directly, we show that it is possible to make an estimate of riffle density from channel width, as measured from a traditional 1-m airborne LiDAR dataset. In Scott Creek, riffle density varies systematically with channel width (Figure 2.9a). Despite the presence of large in-channel wood throughout the drainage (Supporting Information Figure 4), this finding is analogous to data from emergent pool-riffle morphology, in which pool-riffle couplets are rhythmically spaced at 5-7 channel width intervals (e.g., Leopold et al., 1964; Hanrahan, 2007). However, in contrast to this commonly observed bedform spacing, we observe a much tighter average riffle spacing of 2.2 channel widths, which agrees with the findings of Carling and Orr (2000) and Wyrick and Pasternack (2014), as well as the finding that large wood decreases pool-spacing (Montgomery et al., 1995). The positive correlation between narrower channels and greater spawning density agrees well with the findings from coastal British Columbia of (Rosenfeld et al., 2000), who observed significantly higher abundance of juvenile coho salmon and cutthroat trout in narrow channels compared to wide channels. We propose an increase in riffle density with decreasing channel width as a possible mechanism driving high spawning rates in narrower channels.

There is uncertainty associated with predicting riffle spacing in channels of slope 1.5-3%, which are likely to be either plane bed or forced pool-riffle morphology depending on the abundance of large wood (Buffington et al., 2004). As a result, channel width and slope alone do not give us enough information to estimate riffle spacing in these reaches (marked with dashed lines, Figure 2.8). Plane bed reaches, with less bed topography (and therefore less hyporheic flow) than
pool-riffle reaches, are less suitable for spawning than forced pool-riffle reaches (Montgomery et al., 1999b), making this distinction important in drainage systems with substantial channel length in this slope range (Buffington et al., 2004). For example, an abundance of LW, which presumably forces pool-riffle morphology, could change a reach of high predicted $F_m$ but slope 1.5-3% from less-suitable (low riffle density) to highly suitable (high riffle density). Our study area included three reaches with channel slopes 1.5-3%. During our field survey, we observed few riffles in these reaches, despite the presence of LW. Notably, in addition to being less suitable for spawning in terms of riffle density, these reaches had lower movable fraction than the low-slope emergent pool-riffle reaches. Thus, in the case of our study area, reaches with slopes of 1.5-3% are inferior to the high-$F_m$ emergent pool-riffle reaches in terms of spawning habitat even before consideration of channel reach morphology (and, as a corollary, riffle spacing). When predicting riffle spacing, field validation of channel reach morphology classification is especially important in reaches of slope 1.5-3%. While spawning habitat suitability is an important driver of redd distribution within a drainage, it cannot explain the totality of the observed variation. Coho and steelhead populations vary widely from year to year, and extreme low flows during drought years make some reaches inaccessible to migrating adults. Thus, the distribution of redds within the catchment will inevitably vary between years. Additionally, the lower reach of Big Creek, immediately adjacent to a hatchery (Figure 2.1) where steelhead trout and coho salmon that will eventually be released into Scott Creek are raised, deserves special note. This reach has the third lowest movable fraction and plane bed morphology, yet it has higher redd density than many of the reaches in the mainstem. This anomaly matches the observation made by previous workers in Scott Creek (Hayes et al., 2004), who found that juvenile steelhead trout raised at the Big
Creek hatchery returned in disproportionately large numbers to Big Creek over other tributaries. Despite the fact that both grain size and riffle density should deter spawning relative to reaches in the mainstem, 11% of the spawning within the study area occurred in this reach. The finding is in line with observations of salmonid homing to natal reach, not just natal drainage network (Neville et al., 2006; Thurow, 2000). This suggests that the location of the hatchery causes fish to 'home' to, and spawn in, what is otherwise marginal habitat in Scott Creek.

### 2.5.1 Grain size prediction methods

While all three grain size ($D_{50}$) prediction methods used in this analysis can have similar model success given the right inputs (Table 2.2), the stress-partitioning method for predicting $D_{50}$ developed in this paper has the advantage of yielding accurate predictions while requiring fewer assumptions. As our results show, grain size predictions using the (Wilkins and Snyder, 2011) method are highly sensitive to the choice of Manning's $n$ and $\tau_c^*$(Table 2.2). Altering Manning's $n$ and $\tau_c^*$ has the same effect as selecting a different $\beta$, but lacks the physical significance. For example, an increase in $n$ represents an increase in channel roughness, but would result in an increase rather than decrease in predicted grain size.

In Scott Creek, the (Buffington et al., 2004) method yielded predictions of $D_{50}$ similar to those made with the shear stress partitioning method we present here. This is despite the fact that we did not independently calibrate the shear stress to Shields stress relationships ($\tau_c^* = k\tau^m$) in Scott Creek. We speculate that this reflects the fact that their calibrations were made using data from streams in Southeast Alaska and on the Olympic Peninsula, WA. These regions, like Scott Creek, are heavily forested and experiencing regional uplift (Larsen et al., 2003).
both of which may contribute to similar partitioning of shear stress. Using the method for calculating $\beta$ described above, their data yield $\beta = 0.28$ and 0.37, for SE Alaska and the Olympic Peninsula, respectively ([Buffington and Montgomery] 1999a). On the other hand, the three rivers studied by Snyder et al. (2013) yield $\beta$ values between 0.70 and 0.92 (Snyder, personal communication). So, while the [Buffington et al. 2004] method worked well in Scott Creek, areas of different partitioning would still require the calibration of new $\tau - \tau^*_c$ relationships for each channel reach morphology, making it a potentially more cumbersome method to calibrate.

The similarity between $\beta$ calculated for Scott Creek and that for the Olympic Peninsula and Southeast Alaska suggests that it may be reasonable to assume a value of $\beta$ given knowledge of the wood loading, sediment supply, and climatic conditions in a watershed. As further evidence that stress partitioning is a regionally consistent quantity, we compare our Scott Creek value of $\beta$ to measurements of bankfull depth, slope, and grain size made at 13 sites in the San Lorenzo River drainage ([Klier] 2014), which lies adjacent to Scott Creek in the Santa Cruz Mountains. Rearranging equation (5) to solve for $\beta$, we calculate $\beta$ for each site in the San Lorenzo River drainage, and find that the average value is 0.28. So, while our method for determining $\beta$ in this study involves a curve-fitting exercise, we propose that, for future use, it may be possible to estimate stress partitioning in regions with similar conditions. Of note, predictions of $D_{50}$ made using the shear stress partitioning method closely match observed $D_{50}$ despite being based on a single value of $\beta$, which is assumed constant throughout the drainage. The success of the shear stress partitioning method predictions is encouraging and suggests that, despite the reach-to-reach variability in a river, a conceptually simple and spatially averaged approach to grain size prediction can be effective. There
is no a priori reason to assume that $\beta$ remains constant throughout Scott Creek; likewise, we know of no mechanistic explanation for a power-law shear stress to Shields stress ($\tau_c^* = k \tau^m$) relationship such as that used by (Buffington et al., 2004). Because we find that $\beta$ does not change with large wood loading (Supporting Information Figure 4), channel slope (Figure 2.4), or, as a corollary, drainage area, we believe a constant value of $\beta$ is a reasonable choice. It is important to note that we use a channel slope-dependent critical Shields number (Lamb et al., 2008). Calculating $\beta$ with a constant Shields number (e.g. 0.03) would result in a decrease in $\beta$ in steep channels. The fact that we do not see changes in $\beta$ associated with shifts in channel reach morphology contradicts the prediction of morphology-dependent partitioning supported by (Buffington et al., 2004), as well as the prediction of increased partitioning with excess sediment flux in high drainage areas as proposed by (Sklar and Dietrich, 2008). These findings suggest that, for small drainages such as Scott Creek, it may be reasonable to assume that partitioning of shear stress is constant (when calculated using a slope-dependent $\tau_c^*$) throughout the gravel-bedded portions of the river. If this is the case, a single partitioning relationship ($\beta$) could be used to make grain size predictions for rivers throughout large regions of similar climatic and geologic setting.

2.5.2 Limitations of the approach

Using predictions of $F_m$, we are able to identify reaches where an abundance of large grains (low $F_m$) likely limit coho salmon and steelhead trout spawning in the Scott Creek drainage; however, there is also a lower limit to appropriate grain size for salmon spawning, where gravel transitions to sand (Davey and Lapointe, 2007), which is less clearly identifiable using these grain size prediction methods. This is of little consequence in Scott Creek, where only a small portion of the
creek is sand-bedded, but would be important in areas where the gravel-sand transition lies farther upstream. In the fine-grained downstream reach of Scott Creek (reach 3, Table 2.1), we observe a wide spread in observed median grain size ($D_{50}$), but our model predicts little variation (Figure 2.5). For the finest observed sizes, the model consistently overpredicts $D_{50}$. In fact, this pattern is apparent in all three prediction methods (see Snyder et al. 2013), a result of the wide variation of grain size and low variation in channel slope. Snyder et al. (2013) attribute this pattern to the gravel-sand transition. We suggest that it could also be a function of the heterogeneity of grain size clustering in pool-riffle reaches, in which grains are sorted into finer and coarser patches within a single reach (Milne 1982). The result of these patches and the fact that, like Snyder et al. (2013), we measure grain size at a single cross section, is a wide spread in observed grain sizes within a single reach, despite the fact that slope and depth remain nearly constant. All three grain size prediction methods used here begin to fail in fine grained reaches for three likely reasons: a) the slopes of the fine-grained reaches are low, meaning our approximations of shear stress are made over a distance (200 m) smaller than the backwater length ($h/S$) (Paola and Mohrig 1996), b) they are based on shear stress-grain size relationships for gravel bedded rivers that do not hold true for sandy beds (Wilcock and Crowe 2003), and c) they cannot predict grain size patchiness (e.g. Buffington and Montgomery 1999a). A geomorphic tool for identifying the gravel-sand transition from topographic variables would further aid in efforts to predict the impact of grain size on spawning distribution.

The approach to habitat prediction we take here operates at a reach-averaged spatial scale, and it should be noted that this approach does not predict the location of individual riffles or variations in grain size at the scale of individual bedforms. As discussed above, the use of bathymetric LiDAR would allow for the
identification of individual bedforms; however, grain size predictions made using the method we present here would remain a reach-averaged parameter. Rather than a function of the resolution of topographic data inputs, this limitation is inherent in using a Shields stress based approach to grain size prediction. Because Shields stress ($\tau^*$) depends on the depth-slope product, an approximation only appropriate at the reach-average scale (Paola and Mohrig 1996), these prediction methods, by nature, cannot account for patchiness of grain size. Many studies focusing on within-reach redd sites selection have emphasized the importance of hydraulic factors such as velocity and depth in redd-site prediction, suggesting that grain size and riffle location alone may be insufficient to predict spawning site selection at the within-reach scale (May et al. 2009; Moir and Pasternack 2010). Additionally, because patches of suitable habitat can occur in reaches of plane bed or step-pool morphology (e.g. Montgomery et al. 1999a), which lack riffles, or in cobble- and boulder-bedded streams (Kondolf and Cada 1991), reach-averaged $F_m$ and riffle spacing are inadequate to predict all suitable spawning habitats. For these reasons, the grain size and morphology based method we present here has the potential to be a useful tool for management and restoration decisions that will impact a river at the reach, rather than microhabitat, scale.

2.6 Conclusions

Here, we present and test a method for identifying reaches of suitable and less-suitable coho and steelhead spawning habitat within a catchment. This method relies on a simplified conceptualization of spawning habitat requirements, focusing purely on grain size (via moveable fraction, $F_m$) and riffle bedform spacing, two reach-scale physical habitat characteristics that we show can be predicted from LiDAR data and minimal field calibration. Both riffle density and $F_m$ are
necessary to predict the distribution of spawning habitat within a drainage. Comparing movable fraction to observed spawning data, we see that little spawning occurs in coarse grained reaches; however, we observe a wide range of redd densities within reaches of uniformly high movable fraction. Thus, movable fraction or, as a corollary, grain size, is insufficient to explain the trends in spawning throughout the finer-grained mainstem of the creek. In order to explain residuals in spawning density within the finer grained reaches, we turn to riffle spacing, a stream characteristic that we show can be predicted via channel width from high-resolution DEMs. We find that variation in spawning within the fine-grained reaches is explained well by the density of riffles. Alone, riffle density would be insufficient to explain the distribution of spawning habitat, especially in coarse-grained drainages. Together, $F_m$ and riffle density form complementary pictures of spawning potential throughout the drainage. Setting aside the effects of the hatchery, $F_m$ tells us where salmon are likely or less likely to spawn. Within those areas of highly suitable grain size, a prediction of riffle density tells us where salmon have the greatest density of potential spawning sites.

These methods can be applied to other drainage networks where high resolution topographic data are available. In order to apply our $D_{50}$ prediction method to other drainages, partitioning ($\beta$), and a depth-to-drainage area scaling relationship are the only relationships that must be calibrated with field data. To predict movable fraction ($F_m$), the ratio of $D_{84}$ to $D_{50}$ is also needed, though this ratio can be obtained from the grain size data used to calibrate $\beta$.

The method we present here provides a tool for rapid assessment of basin-wide spawning habitat suitability at the reach-scale. It would be well paired with additional tools such as the Intrinsic Potential habitat classification ([Burnett et al., 2007](#)), which is aimed at identifying reaches of suitable juvenile coho and steel-
head overwintering habitat at the basin scale. Together, these two methods give
watershed managers quantitative tools for prioritizing habitat protection efforts
or prioritizing the removal of barriers to anadromy. These basin scale tools for
characterizing habitat suitability provide a framework for making the best use
of available funds, focusing habitat protection efforts on regions that have the
greatest inherent habitat potential (Burnett et al., 2007).
Chapter 3

Beyond the threshold for motion: river channel geometry and grain size reflect sediment supply

3.1 Abstract

In many gravel-bedded rivers, floods that fill the channel banks create just enough shear stress to move the median-sized gravel particles on the bed surface ($D_{50}$). Because this observation is common and is supported by theory, the coincidence of bankfull flow and the incipient motion of $D_{50}$ has become a commonly employed assumption. However, not all natural gravel channels actually conform to this simple relationship; some channels maintain bankfull stresses far in excess of the critical stress required to initiate sediment transport. We use a database of >300 gravel-bedded rivers and >600 $^{10}Be$-derived erosion rates from across North America to explore the hypothesis that sediment supply drives the magnitude of bankfull shear stress relative to the critical stress required to mobilize the median
bed surface grain size \((\tau_{bf}^{*}/\tau_{c}^{*})\). We find that \(\tau_{bf}^{*}/\tau_{c}^{*}\) is significantly higher in West Coast river reaches (2.35, n=96) than in river reaches elsewhere on the continent (1.03, n=245). This pattern parallels patterns in erosion rates (and hence sediment supplies). Supporting our hypothesis, we find a significant correlation between upstream erosion rate and local \(\tau_{bf}^{*}/\tau_{c}^{*}\) at sites where this comparison is possible. Our analysis reveals a decrease in bed surface armoring with increasing \(\tau_{bf}^{*}/\tau_{c}^{*}\), suggesting channels accommodate changes in sediment supply through adjustments in bed surface grain size, as also shown through numerical modeling. Our findings demonstrate that sediment supply is encoded in the bankfull hydraulic geometry of gravel bedded channels through its control on bed surface grain size.

3.2 Introduction

What determines the shape of alluvial rivers? These self-formed channels emerge through the interaction of flowing water and transported sediment. Explaining widely observed trends in river channel hydraulic geometry remains an ongoing challenge in the field of geomorphology. Gravel-bedded alluvial rivers (whose bed and banks are comprised of sediment transported by the river) approach equilibrium geometry through feedbacks between deposition, erosion and bed surface armoring as well as through channel slope change \cite{Dietrich et al. 1989, Parker 1990b, Mueller and Pitlick 2013}. These responses in channel geometry and surface grain size accommodate perturbations in the water and sediment supply regimes. Thus, sediment supply is among the key controls on the morphology of all river channels, and understanding linkages between sediment supply and channel morphology is a central question in much of fluvial geomorphology, civil engineering and river restoration.
Decades of observations in gravel-bedded alluvial channels support the pervasiveness of threshold channels (Andrews 1984, Mueller et al. 2005, Parker et al. 2007) in which the channel dimensions adjust such that the threshold for motion of the median bed surface grain size ($D_{50}$) occurs at, or just below, bankfull flow. These observations are reinforced by theoretical work (Parker 1978) showing that at bankfull flow, a straight channel with non-cohesive banks will maintain a stable channel width with a shear stress in the center of the channel that just exceeds that required to move the median sized grains on the bed surface.

The seeming ubiquity of threshold channels provides a convenient constraint on gravel-bedded river morphology, suggesting that the near equivalence of the stress required for sediment motion (critical Shields Stress, $\tau^*_c$) and the mean bankfull bed stress ($\tau^*_bf$) may be a criterion to which all gravel rivers must conform (Phillips and Jerolmack 2016). The critical Shields stress ($\tau^*_c$) describes the amount of stress needed to initiate median grain motion, normalized for the grain size, and is generally between 0.03 and 0.08 (Buffington and Montgomery 1997). The bankfull Shields stress ($\tau^*_bf$) describes the stress acting on the bed during bankfull flow, and (at the reach scale) is approximated as:

$$\tau^*_bf = \frac{\rho g R_{bf} S}{(\rho_s - \rho) D_{50}}$$

(3.1)

where $\rho$ is the density of water (1000 kg/m$^3$), $\rho_s$ is the density of sediment, $g$ is the gravitational constant, $R_{bf}$ is the bankfull hydraulic radius, and $S$ is the channel slope (note: all Shields stresses referred to herein apply to $D_{50}$).

However, the orders of magnitude global variability in basin-wide erosion rates (and hence sediment yields) (Willenbring et al. 2013) points to a potential problem with widespread application of a threshold channel model. In tectonically active settings, channels, as the primary conduits of material off the landscape,
must be adjusted to move high sediment loads. The sediment transport capacity of a channel is often modeled as a function of the excess stress, or difference between the bankfull and critical stress ($\tau_{bf}^* - \tau_c^*$) (Fernandez-Luque and Van Beek, 1976). Consequently, all else being equal, it would seem that higher bankfull stresses are needed to transport large volumes of material in tectonically active settings. The requirement to transport a high sediment supply ($\tau_{bf}^* > \tau_c^*$) is seemingly at odds with the threshold channel assumption ($\tau_{bf}^* = \tau_c^*$).

Previous work has hinted at a relationship between sediment supply and $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$. The difference between the grain size predicted by rearranging eqn (1) and observed grain size can theoretically be used to predict sediment supply (Buffington and Montgomery, 1999b), although this idea has yet to be validated with field data. Further, $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ has been shown to increase with decreasing bed stability (Bunte et al., 2013), which is likely correlated with sediment supply. On the other hand, further confirmation of the ubiquity of threshold channels has continued to appear in the literature (Phillips and Jerolmack, 2016).

While there is not a well-accepted link between sediment supply and $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$, it is clear that sediment supply can affect many aspects of channel morphology. Rivers with very high sediment supply are often braided (Mueller and Pitlick, 2013) and aggradation occurs when the sediment supply to a channel is in excess of the channel’s capacity to transport that sediment (Eaton and Church, 2009). Additionally, the bed surface can armor through size selective transport in low supply conditions (Dietrich et al., 1989; Parker, 1990b) or the bed surface grain size can fine in response to high sediment supply (Madej et al., 2009). Despite the prevalence of these observations, we lack a coherent understanding of how these responses are expressed in $\tau_{bf}^*$, which is a function of both grain size and channel geometry. Though it is clear that sediment supply impacts channel morphology,
this does not necessarily translate to an impact on $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$. One can imagine that a river channel might respond to an increase in sediment supply through a decrease in bed surface armoring (reducing surface $D_{50}$) while maintaining a constant, threshold $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ value through a concurrent decrease in $S$ or $R_{bf}$, via widening. It could also be the case that a river channel would respond to an increase in sediment supply through a reduction in bed surface armoring without a change in channel geometry, yielding an increased $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$. Here, we address the question: do all gravel-bedded rivers, regardless of sediment supply, tend towards an equilibrium that maintains threshold conditions, or can $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ vary with sediment supply?

To the extent that we understand and restore rivers according to their sediment supply regime, a clearer understanding of the relationship between sediment supply, bed surface grain size, and the hydraulic geometry of river channels is needed. A unifying model should explain both the widespread observation of threshold channels and the need for channels in tectonically active areas to transport large coarse sediment loads. Here we adopt and test the hypothesis that the balance between bankfull shear stress and bed surface grain size reflects not only the need to initiate sediment motion, as is commonly argued, but also the requirement that channels convey the load supplied from upstream (Buffington and Montgomery, 1999b).

To explore the controls on bed surface grain size and bankfull hydraulic geometry, and their relationship to sediment supply, we compiled a dataset of $D_{50}$ and hydraulic geometry for 341 reaches of gravel-bedded rivers in North America (Figure 3.1a). Using these data, we explore patterns in $\tau_{bf}^*$ across the continent. Channel geometry and grain size reflect basin lithology, large wood loading, landslide history, land use history, hydrology, and relative roughness, among other
factors; rather than attempting to control for all of these factors in a small subset of drainages, we take a continent-wide approach to addressing this problem. By gathering a large dataset across a wide variety of lithologies, climates, and land use histories we gain sufficient statistical power to see past the 'noise' that is inherent to such a compilation.

We compare patterns in $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ to sediment supply, which we infer from an independent compilation of $^{10}$Be-derived erosion rates from across North America (Balco et al., 2013; Willenbring et al., 2013) (Figure 3.1) (Methods). $^{10}$Be erosion rates, which measure long term (10$^3$ year) averages, are very often (Matmon et al., 2003; Ganti et al., 2016) but not always (Kirchner, 2001; Reusser et al., 2015) in close agreement with short term erosion rates. Also, the ratio of coarse sediment (which impacts gravel bed morphology) to fine sediment (which has no known bed-forming role in gravel-bed rivers), depends on lithology (O’Connor et al., 2014) and can vary widely between drainages and flood stages (Turowski et al., 2010). With the understanding of these caveats, we proceed assuming that $^{10}$Be erosion rates are a proxy for coarse (bedload) sediment supplied to a channel, and further address these assumptions below.

3.3 Sediment supply as a driver of high $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$

Calculating values of $\tau_c^*$ based on channel slope (Lamb et al., 2008) (Methods), we find that the ratio of bankfull to critical Shields stress ($\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$) is significantly higher in West Coast rivers (median $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ = 2.35) than in other rivers ($\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ = 1.03, Welch’s t-test for unequal variance, p = 3x10$^{-12}$) (Figure 3.1b). This difference exists despite the wide spread in observed $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ within both categories. The near-equivalence of critical and bankfull Shields stress across most of the continent is in keeping with previous research (Parker, 1978; Mueller et al., 2005).
Figure 3.1: Ratio of $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_{c}^*$ and 10Be erosion rate data across North America. a, Location of all hydraulic geometry sites in our data compilation. Boxplots showing b, the distribution of $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_{c}^*$ separated by region, and c, the distribution of 10Be-derived erosion rates separated by region. d, Location of 10Be erosion rate sites in our data compilation. Solid line corresponds to the Pacific-North American Plate boundary used in this analysis (see Methods). Dashed line marks the boundary between ‘West Coast’ and ‘Other’ sites. Data are separated into color bins by quintile.
and supports the threshold channel model. In contrast, the systematically high bankfull Shields stress in West Coast rivers has, to our knowledge, never been documented. Using depth, $h$, in place of $R_{bf}$ in equation 3.1, a common simplification ([Buffington and Montgomery, 1999a; Parker et al., 2007]), results in only modest differences in $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$(median 'Other' = 1.12, 'West Coast' = 2.81).

In order to test whether high sediment supply drives this pattern in hydraulic geometry, we estimate sediment transport capacity (Methods), which we compare to $^{10}$Be-derived catchment-averaged erosion rates from across North America ([Balco et al., 2013; Willenbring et al., 2013]). As with $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$, $^{10}$Be erosion rates are very statistically significantly higher ($p = 1.6 \times 10^{-14}$) on the West Coast (median $E = 177$ mm/ky) when compared to the rest of the continent ($E = 25$ mm/ky, Figure 3.1c). Normalizing both $^{10}$Be-derived basin-wide erosion rate and sediment transport capacity (Methods) by their means, we find that sediment transport capacity and erosion rate decrease by about an order of magnitude moving east from the plate boundary (Supplementary Figure B.1). These data suggest that more coarse sediment is being transported in regions with high sediment supply. This supports our assertion that coarse sediment fluxes scale with $^{10}$Be-derived catchment-averaged erosion rates.

Isolating the sites for which we have both $^{10}$Be and channel geometry data, we see that there is a statistically significant trend of increasing $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ with increasing erosion rate (Figure 3.2). This pattern persists in both long term ($^{10}$Be) and short term erosion rates. This consistency lends support to our assertion that $^{10}$Be erosion rates are a valid proxy for coarse sediment supply at timescales relevant to channel adjustment. The assertion is further supported by recent work ([Ganti et al., 2016] showing that basins dominated by fluvial incision do not exhibit a time scale bias in erosion rates. The magnitude of variation in background erosion
rates across the continent is substantially greater than the differences in sediment supply generally attributed to land use effects \cite{Reusser2015}. Below, we discuss some of the factors that likely drive the scatter in Figure 3.2. Because we do not know the error associated with the $\tau_{bf}/\tau_c^*$ data, we cannot determine the slope of the true functional relationship between erosion rate and $\tau_{bf}/\tau_c^*$ \cite{Mark1977}. Regressions (Figure 3.2) represent a lower bound; $\tau_{bf}/\tau_c^*$ is likely more sensitive to erosion rate than suggested in Figure 3.2 \cite{Mark1977}.

We note that the least-squares fit to our paired sites data nearly crosses the intersection of the median erosion rate and $\tau_{bf}/\tau_c^*$ for both the 'West Coast' and 'Other' populations. This suggests that the paired sites are representative of the larger data compilation. Thus, both continent-wide trends and paired sites suggest that rivers in high erosion rate landscapes, where sediment supplies are high, have adjusted to maintain high bankfull Shields stresses rather than maintaining threshold conditions at bankfull flow.

### 3.4 Sediment supply accommodated through armoring

The association between erosion rate and $\tau_{bf}/\tau_c^*$ suggests that high sediment supply channels are some combination of deeper (greater bankfull depth), steeper (higher slope), and finer (smaller bed surface grain size) than their low sediment supply counterparts. Substantial work has been done connecting sediment supply conditions with bed surface armor ratio ($D_{50}/D_{50ss}$, where $D_{50ss}$ is the median grain size of the subsurface) \cite{Dietrich1989,Buffington1999,Madej2009,Mueller2013}. Although it is difficult to
Figure 3.2: Paired erosion and $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_{c}^*$ sites. The solid dots and solid line represent 10Be erosion rates, while the open circles and dashed line represent short term erosion rate measurements. ‘West Coast’ data in green; ‘Other’ in maroon. There is a statistically significant relationship between erosion rate and the ratio of bankfull to critical stress, a relationship that holds true with both long term ($p = 0.001$, $r^2 = 0.50$) and short term ($p = 0.002$, $r^2 = 0.47$) erosion rates. The colored lines mark the median 10Be erosion and $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_{c}^*$ values, color-coded by region.
observe armoring of channels during high flow conditions, the armor ratio of the
channel measured at low flow appears to provide an index of the sediment supply
and transport conditions during the formative flows (Wilcock and DeTemple 2005;
Hassan et al. 2006; Parker et al. 2006). Bed surface armor forms through the se-
lective transport of finer bed surface particles relative to coarser particles (Parker
et al. 1982). In high sediment supply conditions, however, armor formation is
reduced, leaving the bed surface more closely matching the grain size distribution
of the subsurface (Eaton and Church 2009). This connection between low armor
ratio and high sediment supply suggests that high $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ primarily results from
bed surface fining.

Using subsurface grain size measurements available for a subset of our sites, we
see that, indeed, armor ratio correlates with $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ (Figure 3.3). To more directly
link armor ratio and sediment transport, we make estimates of instantaneous sed-
iment transport capacity per unit width during bankfull flow, $Q_t$ (m$^2$/s) (Recking
2013) (Methods). Figure 3.3 shows that the low armor ratio, high $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ sites
correspond with high estimated $Q_t$. This observation suggests that bed surface
grain size adjusts in channels in order to transmit the high sediment load supplied
during bankfull flow.

The above approach to predicting sediment transport capacity is simplified
and limited by the data available to us; it is based solely on S, $R_{bf}$, and $D_{50}$. In
order to independently validate the relationship between armor ratio, $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$, and
estimated $Q_t$, we examine the results of an independent sediment transport model
(Parker 1990b) that explicitly incorporates the formation of armor and its effect
on sediment transport in natural rivers (Methods). The physically based, empiri-
cally calibrated model evolves $Q_t$ and armor ratio from an imposed bedload grain
size distribution and Shields stress. Comparing the model output to our data
Figure 3.3: Relationship between $\tau_b^{*}/\tau_c^{*}$, armor, and sediment transport capacity. Points, which represent sites in our data compilation for which we have subsurface grain size measurements, are colored by predicted Qt (43)(Methods). The solid line shows the relationship between armor ratio and $\tau^{*}/\tau_c^{*}$ predicted using the Parker (3) model. The line is colored by predicted sediment transport capacity in the range of $\tau^{*}/\tau_c^{*}$ for which the model was calibrated. The vertical dashed lines mark the median $\tau^{*}/\tau_c^{*}$ values in the ‘west’ and ‘other’ populations (Figure 3.1b).
compilation, we find good agreement with the general trends (Figure 3.3): both the independent model and the data from our compilation show decreasing armor ratio with increasing $\tau^*/\tau_c^*$ and $Q_t$. This agreement points to the mechanistic relationship between sediment transport, armor ratio, and $\tau^*/\tau_c^*$. At formative flows, a high sediment supply equilibrium channel must maintain high sediment transport capacity, which is a function of $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ (e.g. 12). This high transport rate depresses armor formation. We observe these relationships in our data compilation (Figure 3.3), and the mechanistic links are encoded in the model ([Parker] 1990b). That said, we acknowledge that there are limits to the effectiveness of bed surface armor in absorbing the effects of sediment supply on $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$. At some high sediment supply point, armor ratio approaches unity and bed surface aggradation begins ([Eaton and Church] 2009).

3.5 Exploring additional explanations for high $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$

While our data support the idea that sediment supply is a significant driver of $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$, other factors certainly influence this ratio. First, roughness elements such as immobile boulders or large in-channel wood can cause some of the total bankfull shear stress to be 'partitioned' away from the bed ([Buffington and Montgomery] 1999b). As a result of this form drag, the non-dimensional effective shear stress acting on the bed will be lower than the total Shields stress at bankfull flow. However, relative roughness ($D_{50}/h_{bf}$) does not differ significantly between West Coast and Other channels (Welch’s t-test for unequal variance, $p = 0.58$), suggesting that form drag due to grains is not responsible for the observed patterns in $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ (Supplementary Figure 3.2). In-channel wood volumes, which
Figure 3.4: Exploring alternative explanations for high $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$, $a$, $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ as a function of large wood density, separated by sub-region. Olympic Peninsula (Washington) sites in blue, Southeast Alaska sites in black, and Middle Fork Salmon River (Idaho) sites in red. The site marked with an open circle was excluded from the regression. Y-intercept values (b) from linear regressions are shown in colored text. $b$, Effects of bank cohesion on $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$. There are no statistically significant differences between bank vegetation classes within either dataset: Hey and Thorne (1986) (ANOVA, $p = 0.15$) dataset nor Andrews (1984) (ANOVA, $p = 0.14$). In a and b, the upper and lower dashed grey lines mark the median $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ ratio for ‘West Coast’ and ‘Other’ sites, respectively. $c$, Overlay of our data compilation (in color) on the proposed (39) similarity collapse for all alluvial river data (greyscale). ‘West Coast’ data and regression are in green, ‘Other’ are marked in maroon. The solid grey line denotes the best-fit regression through all alluvial river data shown by Li et al. (39), which is shown in grey. $d$, Calculated normalized steepness ($k_{sn}$) plotted by distance from the plate boundary. Solid lines mark the means of each region; dotted lines mark one standard deviation.
may contribute substantially to hydraulic roughness, vary by orders of magnitude between channels (Buffington and Montgomery, 1999b), land management types, and biomes (Benda and Bigelow, 2014). Figure 3.4a shows the effects of in-channel wood for a subset of our data. Even in West Coast channels devoid of wood, $\frac{\tau_{*_{bf}}}{\tau_{*_{c}}}$ is substantially greater than one. So, while high wood loading does have the expected effect of increasing $\frac{\tau_{*_{bf}}}{\tau_{*_{c}}}$ (Figure 3.4a), the form roughness associated with in-channel wood cannot alone explain the high $\frac{\tau_{*_{bf}}}{\tau_{*_{c}}}$ observed in West Coast channels.

Bank cohesion from vegetation has been suggested as a driver of high $\frac{\tau_{*_{bf}}}{\tau_{*_{c}}}$ (Parker et al., 2007). However, reanalyzing data used by Parker and others (Parker et al., 2007) we find no statistically significant difference in $\frac{\tau_{*_{bf}}}{\tau_{*_{c}}}$ between bank vegetation classes (Figure 3.4b). Although bank cohesion may not drive high values of $\frac{\tau_{*_{bf}}}{\tau_{*_{c}}}$, cohesion is nevertheless fundamentally important to maintaining stable banks under high $\frac{\tau_{*_{bf}}}{\tau_{*_{c}}}$ conditions. In the absence of cohesion, the alluvial material making up channel banks should become unstable when $\tau_{*_{bf}} > 1.2\tau_{*_{c}}$ (Parker, 1978), leading to channel widening which would, in turn, reduce flow depth and bed shear stress. However, fine sediment and vegetation provide cohesion on the banks of many natural channels. In small and mid-sized channels, where the magnitude of shear stress acting on the banks is moderate, vegetation can act to stabilize otherwise mobile banks (Eaton and Giles, 2008). The prevalence of meandering gravel-bedded rivers provides further evidence that cohesive banks are common, as stable meander formation requires bank cohesion (Braudrick et al., 2009). In the presence of stable banks, physical experiments suggest that changes in bed surface texture can accommodate a fourfold change in sediment supply before aggradation begins (Eaton and Church, 2009). Thus, bank cohesion, while likely not responsible for driving increases in $\frac{\tau_{*_{bf}}}{\tau_{*_{c}}}$, is likely
required to stabilize the banks of above-threshold channels.

It could be argued that West Coast channels, even the alluvial-bedded ones included in this study, may have more exposed bedrock and therefore should not conform to threshold channel assumptions. Yet, in low-sediment supply settings, bedrock channels, like their alluvial counterparts, conform to $\tau_{bf}^* = \tau_c^*$ (Phillips and Jerolmack 2016). Even in tectonically active channels that incise bedrock, the combined stress needed to move and transport sediment is typically much greater than the stress needed to incise rock (Sklar and Dietrich 2008). This is especially true where bedrock has low tensile strength, as in the case of the young sedimentary rocks that cover much of the West Coast. For example, modeling suggests that 50% of the total bankfull shear stress along the South Fork Eel River in Northern California, USA, is associated with the need to transport sediment and 40% is related to initiating sediment motion (Sklar and Dietrich 2008). Hence, the distinction between channels that incise rock and those that simply convey sediment (i.e., alluvial channels) is neither clear, nor necessarily useful in many settings.

Patterns in basin-averaged erosion rates are not reflected in continent-wide trends in normalized channel steepness ($k_{sn}$, Methods, Figure 3.4d). According to the stream power model for river incision (Whipple 2004), we might expect channels actively incising uplifting rock to have high $k_{sn}$ to match the high erosion rates (e.g. DiBiase et al. 2010). We do not observe this at the continent scale (Figure 3.1d and Figure 3.4d). So, while $k_{sn}$ may be strongly correlated with erosion rates within a region of similar climate and rock type (e.g. DiBiase et al. 2010) our results suggest that the relationship between grain size and channel geometry ($\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^* = Q_t$), rather than channel geometry and drainage area ($k_{sn}$), may be a more universal indicator of active tectonics, at least to the extent that
it is correlated with coarse sediment supply.

We noted earlier that lithology affects the relationship between basin-wide erosion rates and coarse sediment supply. Rocks of low tensile strength will rapidly abrade during transport, yielding less bedload for a given sediment supply than their high tensile strength counterparts, thereby decreasing the coarse sediment supply felt by the bed of a gravel-bedded river. The $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ data from the Oregon Coast Range nicely demonstrate this effect. Oregon Coast Range sedimentary rocks rapidly disintegrate during transport into grain sizes that are transported as suspended load rather than bedload ($O’Connor et al.$ 2014). So, while the erosion rates across the Oregon Coast Range are uniformly high (100-200 mm/kyr ($Balco et al.$ 2013)), the channels sourcing Coast Range sedimentary rocks have remarkably little coarse sediment supply ($O’Connor et al.$ 2014). This manifests in $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ values below 1 (e.g. 0.37, 0.18). For lithology to explain the continent-wide trends in $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$, West Coast basins would need to have substantially stronger bedrock. As a first-order test of the effect of lithology on our results, we determined the percent of basin area underlain by sedimentary rocks for sites in our compilation (SI Appendix 1, Supplementary Figure B.3). On average, there was little difference between 'West Coast' and 'Other' basins, which were underlain by 72% (standard deviation 42%) and 72% (standard deviation 39%) sedimentary bedrock, respectively. This would suggest that our data compilation does not over-sample hard rocks on the West Coast, and lithology does not explain the continent-wide trends we observe. However, the effects of lithology are almost certainly important when comparing between individual basins ($Mueller et al.$ 2016) and likely drive scatter in Figure 3.2.

The dependence of $\tau_{bf}^*$ on both slope ($Lamb et al.$ 2008, $Bunte et al.$ 2013) and grain size can be used to produce a similarity collapse of all alluvial river
data, including both bedload- and suspension-dominated systems (Li et al., 2014). However, some scatter persists. Plotting our data compilation along the same axes used in the similarity collapse (Li et al., 2016) (which are very nearly equivalent to plotting $D_{50}$ on the horizontal axis and $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ on the vertical), we see parallel trends in 'West Coast' and 'Other' channels, with West Coast channels having substantially higher $\tau_{bf}^*$ (Figure 3.4c). To the extent that sediment supply drives the difference in trends between the two populations, this suggests that sediment supply is a major hidden variable driving the remaining scatter in the similarity collapse unifying all alluvial river morphology.

Many studies have called attention to the complexity of the incipient motion of grains in gravel bedded rivers (Lamb et al., 2008; Bunte et al., 2013). These studies imply that critical Shields stress should be viewed not as a constant but rather as a representative value used to generalize the stochastic process of grains being swept out of pockets by turbulent sweeps (Kirchner et al., 1990). Recent studies have shown that $\tau_c^*$ varies with channel slope (Mueller et al., 2005; Lamb et al., 2008), grain packing geometry, and particle shape, among many other factors; thus, choices of $\tau_c^*$ should be made with these factors in mind (Bunte et al., 2013). Similarly, we have shown here that bankfull channel geometry does not simply reflect the conditions required to initiate motion of $D_{50}$. Roughness, large wood loading, and bedrock exposure can affect $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$, though our data suggest that these factors likely play a small role relative to sediment supply in driving the difference in $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ between 'West Coast' and 'Other' channels. Rather, these, along with flow intermittency (Hassan et al., 2006) and local variability in characteristics such as bed material attrition (O’Connor et al., 2014) and uplift rate likely help drive the scatter in $\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$ that we observe within 'West Coast' and 'Other' channels as well as the scatter about the trend in Figure 3.4c. We suggest that,
as with \( \tau_c^* \), assumptions of constant \( \tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^* \) must be made with caution.

### 3.6 Conclusions

In summary, our findings provide evidence that river channel hydraulic geometry and grain size are fundamentally linked to sediment supply. 'Threshold' channels may therefore simply reflect settings with low sediment supplies. Because sediment transport rates are a highly non-linear function of stress near the threshold for motion \( \text{(Parker, 1990b)} \), small changes in stress result in large changes in transport capacity. Therefore, on the low end of the sediment supply spectrum, a relatively large range of sediment supply conditions may be accommodated with small changes in \( \tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^* \), giving the appearance that channel geometry is set by the critical stress. This explains the observation that channels are, on average, adjusted to 'threshold' conditions across much of the continent \( \text{(Phillips and Jerolmack, 2016)} \). While the average channel may conform to the 'threshold' model, physically meaningful factors drive the scatter in \( \tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^* \). Our findings suggest that bankfull stresses can be, and are, maintained well above critical where sediment supplies are sufficiently high to require it. Bankfull Shields stress, bed surface armoring, and sediment supply are fundamentally linked in gravel bedded rivers. Thus, an understanding of sediment supply is key to interpreting, predicting, or restoring bankfull hydraulic geometry in rivers.
3.7 Materials and Methods

3.7.1 Channel geometry and grain size data compilation

In order to determine spatial patterns in bankfull Shields stress across North America, we compiled channel geometry and bed surface grain size data from 341 gravel-bedded river reaches with known locations. We selected reaches with negligible regulation of flow and negligible sediment traps. Additionally, we chose reaches with primarily alluvial beds, and not immediately confined on both sides by bedrock banks. Our data are limited to gravel-bedded rivers, thus excluding the flatlands of the Great Plains where sand-bedded rivers predominate.

We calculated $\tau^*_b$ (eqn. 1) for each reach, substituting bankfull flow depth for hydraulic radius where bankfull width data were unavailable ($n = 7$). Because $\tau^*_c$ varies systematically with channel slope (Mueller et al. 2005; Lamb et al. 2008), it would be misleading to compare $\tau^*_b$ between reaches of different slope. Therefore, we normalize $\tau^*_b$ by an estimated slope-dependent $\tau^*_c$ (Lamb et al. 2008):

$$\tau^*_c = 0.15S^{0.25}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

For each site, we calculated the distance to the Pacific Plate boundary. Because portions of coastal California are west of the San Andreas Fault, and therefore could be considered a part of the Pacific Plate, we defined the plate boundary as the bathymetrically defined trench or the coast, whichever is farther west, thereby avoiding negative distance values. To compare 'West Coast' sites from those elsewhere in North America, we use a threshold distance of 250 km from the Pacific Plate boundary.
3.7.2 Sediment transport capacity and normalized steepness

We use channel geometry and $D_{50}$ to estimate bankfull sediment transport capacity per unit channel width, $Q_t$ (m$^2$/s), for sites in the data compilation using the Recking (2013) surface-based transport relation. The model, detailed in SI Appendix 2, has been validated using independent field data from a variety of alluvial rivers. We note that sediment transport predictions, especially those based on just $D_{50}$, can substantially over- or under-predict sediment transport rates (Gomez and Church, 1989). However, our analysis relies on the observed trends in $Q_t$, not the precise values.

Sediment supply should equal sediment transport capacity in alluvial channels that are neither aggrading nor degrading. Thus, our prediction of sediment transport capacity can be viewed as a prediction of sediment supply.

In comparing $Q_t$ to erosion rates, we rely on the assumption that the recurrence interval of bankfull flows is similar across most fluvial regimes (Leopold et al., 1964). While this is a simplification, we note that our dataset covers significant climate gradients across both latitude and longitude, complicating a snowpack or rainfall intermittency explanation for observed patterns. Notably, a wide variety of hydrological environments are represented within the 'West Coast' sites, from snowmelt-dominated streams to highly seasonal streams in Mediterranean climates.

For each of the sites we calculate normalized steepness index ($k_{sn}$ (m)) assuming a reference concavity, $\theta$, of 0.5 (Whipple, 2004):

$$k_{sn} = SA^\theta$$ (3.3)
3.7.3 Parker 1990 Model

The Parker (1990b) sediment transport model provides an independent prediction of the relationship between bed surface armoring, $\tau^*/\tau_c^*$, and sediment supply. We use the model to evolve $Q_t$ and armor ratio from a given substrate grain size distribution and boundary shear stress (as in ref. 9, Figure 3.3). For a detailed description, see SI Appendix 3.

We employ the Parker (1990b) model because it numerically describes the importance of bed surface armor in moderating the transport of different grain size fractions, and provides us with an independent prediction of the relationships we observe in our larger data compilation. The Parker model was originally written assuming that bed surface armor changes continuously throughout the flood hydrograph. In the intervening years, however, work has shown that armor very likely persists, invariant of flood stage (Wilcock and DeTemple, 2005; Parker et al., 2006). In Figure 3.3 we compare to the modeled equilibrium armor ratios and transport capacities for a single channel at a variety of flood stages ($\tau^*/\tau_c^*$) to the bankfull conditions ($\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*$) and armor ratio (measured at low flow conditions) of the natural rivers in our data compilation. Given the evolution in understanding since the original publication, we believe it is fair to compare the model results (equilibrium transport and armor at various flood stages) to our compilation of bankfull shear stresses and low flow observed armor.
Chapter 4

The timing and intensity of river bed mobility varies by region, controlled by hydrologic regime and sediment supply

4.1 Abstract

Because sediment supply varies by orders of magnitude across North America, and rivers adjust to convey their imposed loads, the intensity of river bed surface mobility varies enormously. Climate also varies widely across the continent, yielding a range of flood timing, duration, and intermittency. Together, the differences in sediment supply and hydro-climate result in diverse regimes of bed surface stability. The frequency and intensity of bed mobility, although difficult to predict, are of paramount importance to the inhabitants of river ecosystems as well to the evolution of bed surface structure. To quantitatively characterize
regional variation in bed mobility regimes, we calculate multi-decadal time series of estimated bed surface mobility using sediment transport equations. The method requires measurements of the bed surface grainsize distribution, channel slope, and longterm stream discharge records. We use the time series to compare bed mobility between rivers and regions. In many snowmelt-dominated rivers of the Rocky Mountains, a period of partial bed mobility (dimensionless transport parameter, $W^* > 0.002$) generally occurs during the annual melt, and can last for days. In rivers draining the central Appalachians, partial bed mobility is comparatively rare and occurs during short-duration floods. Rivers on the tectonically active West Coast tend to experience partial bed mobility during most winter storms, with brief (hours long) periods of full bed mobility ($W^* > 0.1555$) during storm peaks. There are statistically significant regional differences in (a) the exceedance probability of bed mobilizing flows ($W^* > 0.002$), (b) the maximum bed mobility, and (c) the number of discrete bed mobilizing events in a year. These regional patterns can be explained by differences in sediment supply and hydrologic regime, and lead to diverse disturbance regimes for river ecosystems and varying potential for the importance of bed surface memory effects.

4.2 Introduction

Gravel river bed mobility defines the architecture for the benthic inhabitants of river ecosystems. A reductionist view of gravel riverbed mobility based on the threshold channel concept would suggest that, on average, the riverbed just exceeds the threshold for motion during bankfull floods (Phillips and Jerolmack, 2016). Because bankfull floods tend to occur an average of once every one to two years (Leopold et al., 1964), we might infer that gravel beds mobilize with the same recurrence interval. However, natural rivers experience a wide diversity in
both hydroclimatic regimes (Hirschboeck, 1991) and sediment supply conditions (Pfeiffer et al., 2017). This variability hints at a more complex array of bed mobility timing and intensity among gravel bedded rivers. River bed mobility is a function of channel geometry, flow regime, and the grain size distribution of the bed surface, which is shaped in part by sediment supply (Dietrich et al., 1989). Rivers with high sediment supply tend to have finer bed surface grain size (Pfeiffer et al., 2017), which increases mobility for a given discharge (Lisle et al., 2000). As an extreme example, the rivers draining Mt. Pinatubo responded to the dramatic increase in sediment supply after the 1991 volcanic eruption through fining of the bed surface grain size and reduction in surface roughness, enabling remarkable rates of sediment transport even at low flow (Montgomery et al., 1999b). Lisle et al. (2000) explored variability in bed mobility between 6 rivers of different sediment supply. They used grain size mapping and 2-D flow models to characterize the heterogeneity of bed mobility within each reach. They found that a larger portion of the bed was mobile during bankfull flow in sediment rich channels compared to low-supply channels. Importantly, trends in bed mobility calculated using reach-averaged variables generally matched the trends in bed mobility determined using the more spatially precise grain patch maps and flow modeling. However, they did not consider the effects of flow intermittency, simply comparing bed mobility at bankfull flow.

The threshold for sediment motion is defined as the transition from an immobile bed, in which grains are not moving, to a partially mobile bed, in which a small number of grains are mobile. In practice, the threshold for motion (hereafter ‘threshold mobility’) is commonly defined as the flow at which the dimensionless transport parameter ($W^*$) exceeds the value of 0.002 (Parker, 1990b). $W^*$ is
defined as

\[ W^* = \frac{Rgq}{(ghs)^{3/2}} \]  

(4.1)

where \( R \) is submerged specific gravity of sediment, \( g \) is gravitational acceleration, \( q \) is the volumetric sediment transport rate, \( h \) is average flow depth, and \( S \) is channel slope. As flow increases beyond the threshold mobility, the proportion of the bed that is mobile increases until nearly all grains on the bed surface are in motion (Andrews, 1994). This is the transition from partial mobility to full mobility.

The timing and predictability of river bed mobility are important drivers of aquatic habitat in river ecosystems. The threshold for bed mobility is often associated with a dramatic reduction in benthic macroinvertebrates density (Robinson et al., 2004; Gibbins et al., 2007; Power et al., 2008). In a New Zealand stream, benthic macroinvertebrates returned gradually (both biomass and number of species) over the 3 months following a large storm (Scrimgeour et al., 1988). In the South Fork Eel River of central California, Power et al. (2008) demonstrated that the ecological effects of bed mobilizing flows are even longer-lived. In most winters, bed mobilizing flows reduce armored caddisfly populations, but during drought winters (lacking bed-scouring flows) caddisfly populations go unchecked. The summers following drought winters are associated with robust caddisfly populations and a significantly lower density of green algae, a primary food source of the caddisfly (Power et al., 2008). These findings point to the importance of bed mobility frequency to river ecosystems. However, not all bed mobilizing storms result in a loss of macroinvertebrate biomass. In contrast to findings from New Zealand and California, work in Nepalese streams suggests that the monsoonal floods do not represent major ecological disturbance (Brewin et al., 2000). Pre-monsoon macroinvertebrate density is already low because of low winter produc-
activity, suggesting that seasonal productivity effects can outweigh the importance of bed-mobilizing floods if the floods align predictably with times of low biological productivity. Thus, a biologically relevant characterization of riverbed mobility should deal with both wait times between bed-mobilizing storms and the seasonal consistency of bed mobilizing events.

In addition to implications for river ecosystem function, the timing of bed mobility and immobility has implications for ‘memory’ effects in rivers. The flow conditions preceding a storm can affect the mobility of the bed. Physical experiments have shown that the threshold for riverbed mobility can increase with the duration of pre-mobility low flows (Masteller and Finnegan, 2017). This phenomena is associated with subtle reorganization of the bed surface, rendering grains more stable. Thus, the duration of low flow conditions separating storms has the potential to impact the threshold for motion. In addition to this abiotic process, biologically mediated stabilization of gravel during prolonged low-flow, high-productivity periods may represent another memory effect controlled by bed mobility timing. For example, caddisfly larvae build silk nets that bind individual particles together, significantly increasing the threshold for sediment motion during subsequent storms (Johnson et al., 2009; Albertson et al., 2014). Because it may take months for caddisfly populations to rebound after extreme bed-mobilizing flows (Power et al., 2008), the timing and intensity of bed mobilizing storms has the potential to determine the threshold for mobility during subsequent high flow events. While existing sediment transport models do not take these effects into account, bed mobility frequency analysis can provide us with quantification of how variable inter-storm wait times actually are between rivers and regions.

Bed mobility provides a lens through which to consider how sediment transport
and hydroclimatic patterns are reflected in gravel bedded river geometry. Sediment supply and hydrology vary enormously, but differences in river geometry are comparatively subtle. For example, Pfeiffer et al. (2017) showed that a 2 order of magnitude variation in sediment supply is associated with only a 2 fold difference in the ratio of the bankfull shear stress to the critical shear stress associated with bed mobility. These findings suggest that channel geometry and grain size reflect sediment supply; however, it is impossible to fully capture/understand how channels reflect variation in sediment supply without recognizing the importance of flow intermittency (Hassan et al., 2006). A channel that experiences sediment mobilizing floods lasting one week a year likely transports substantially more sediment than one that transports sediment at the same rate for only a few hours. To the extent that river channels tend towards a dynamic, quasi-equilibrium between sediment supply inputs and sediment transport outputs, patterns in bed mobility should reflect the combined effects of magnitude and frequency.

Here, we use decades-long series of modeled sediment transport for 31 rivers across the continental US to show that predicted bed mobility varies enormously in gravel bedded rivers. It varies in terms of intermittency, timing, and intensity. We focus on the significant regional trends, and suggest that these trends are a direct function of the differences in hydroclimatic regime and sediment supply between these regions.

4.3 Methods

We calculate multi-decadal time series of predicted bed surface mobility using fractional sediment transport equations (Parker, 1990b; Wilcock and Crowe, 2003). The method requires measurements of the bed surface grain size distribution, channel slope, and long-term stream discharge records. We calculate the
fraction of the bed surface grain size distribution that is mobile at any given flow, as well as the intensity of transport. We use the time series of predicted bed mobility to compare between rivers and regions.

4.3.1 Site choice

We compiled a dataset of 31 gravel bedded rivers across the continental US (C.1 Figure 4.1). We selected sites with gravel beds and long-term (mean = 24.2 years) USGS continuous discharge (15-minute interval) records. Bed surface grain size and channel slope data came from the literature. The distributions of slope, drainage area, and median grain size ($D_{50}$) represented in each region are shown in C.1. In the absence of full grain size distributions (n=16), we created synthetic GSDs using reported $D_{50}$ and $D_{84}$ for the reach, assuming a lognormal grain size distribution (as in [Pfeiffer and Finnegan, 2017]). In 5 cases we lacked $D_{84}$ data and estimated $D_{84}$ as $2.1D_{50}$ ([Rickenmann and Recking, 2011]).

Figure 4.1: Sites used in this study, colored by category. Appalachian sites are shown in purple, Rocky Mountain in orange, West Coast in green, Dammed rivers in pink.
Table 4.1: Sites used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>$D_{50}$ (m)</th>
<th>Drainage Area (km$^2$)</th>
<th>USGS Gage</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rocky Mountain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarbidge</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>13162225</td>
<td>King et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lochsa</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>3056</td>
<td>13337000</td>
<td>King et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selway</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>4947</td>
<td>13336500</td>
<td>King et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams Fork</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>9036000</td>
<td>Segura and Pitlick, 2015;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boise</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>13185000</td>
<td>Andrews, 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>13310700</td>
<td>King et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunnison</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>20520</td>
<td>9152500</td>
<td>Williams et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>22825</td>
<td>9106150</td>
<td>Pitlick and Van Steeter (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EastR</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>9112500</td>
<td>Andrews 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Coast</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sespe</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>11113000</td>
<td>Stillwater Sci (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elder</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11475560</td>
<td>Lisle, personal comm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chetco</td>
<td>0.00138</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>14400000</td>
<td>Wallick et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>11160500</td>
<td>unpublished data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applegate</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.02776</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>14369500</td>
<td>O’Connor et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nehalem</td>
<td>0.00129</td>
<td>0.04954</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td>14301000</td>
<td>O’Connor et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puyallup</td>
<td>0.00087</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td>12082500</td>
<td>Czuba, personal comm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nisqually</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>12094000</td>
<td>Czuba, personal comm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>12061500</td>
<td>Czuba, personal comm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skokomish</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>12061500</td>
<td>Collins, personal comm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appalachian</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Breeches</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>1571500</td>
<td>Chaplin (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.0566</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>1546400</td>
<td>Chaplin (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roanoke</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0657</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>2053800</td>
<td>Keaton et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherman</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>1568000</td>
<td>Chaplin (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockhouse</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.0819</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1549500</td>
<td>Chaplin (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuylkill</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0269</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>1468500</td>
<td>Chaplin (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB Delaware</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0488</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>1423000</td>
<td>Westergard et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoning</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0675</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>3034500</td>
<td>Chaplin (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holston</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0552</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>3488000</td>
<td>Keaton et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>1627500</td>
<td>Keaton et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>11525500</td>
<td>Viparelli et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear</td>
<td>0.001143</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>11424000</td>
<td>Minear (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We focused our study on three regions: the West Coast, the Rocky Mountains, and the Mid-Atlantic Appalachians. These regions represent a gradient in sediment supply (Pfeiffer et al., 2017), and have varying flood hydrology. The west coast is characterized by high erosion rates (average long-term erosion rate = 336 mm/kyr (Pfeiffer et al., 2017)), and has a Mediterranean climate with dry, warm summers and mild, wet winters (Hirschboeck, 1991). The Mid-Atlantic is characterized by low erosion rates (22 mm/kyr mean long-term), and less consistent seasonality to precipitation. Floods result from early autumn tropical cyclones, wintertime ‘nor’easters’, and, occasionally, intense summer thunderstorms (Hirschboeck, 1991). The Rocky Mountain region has moderate erosion rates (114 mm/kyr mean long term erosion rate, with notably lower short term erosion rates (Kirchner, 2001)). Rivers in the Mid-Atlantic Appalachians and along the West Coast tend to experience a substantial number of ‘flashy’ storms (Smith and Smith, 2015). This is not the case in the Rocky Mountains, where most floods predictably occur during peak snowmelt in the spring or early summer (Hirschboeck, 1991). In addition to these regions, we include two reaches that are just downstream from large dams (Trinity, < 1 km below Lewiston Dam, and Bear, 11 km below New Camp Far West Dam). In compiling these data, we aimed to represent a variety of grain sizes and channel slopes within each region, while maintaining similar averages between the regions.

While USGS instantaneous discharge data exist for hundreds of sites across the continental US, many well-studied sites proved unsuitable for our analysis. In particular, small Rocky Mountain streams tend to be frozen for a large portion of the year, with ice breaking up during the spring high flows. Those missing data impede exceedance probability analysis. We excluded sites that have large, seasonally consistent data gaps. In cases with more moderate winter data gaps
(e.g. East River), where the full duration of the missing data occurred during sub-threshold transport conditions, we filled in the missing data using a linear interpolation between flows of known magnitude.

### 4.3.2 UGSG gage records

We use the method described by Phillips and Jerolmack (2016) to transform long-term USGS discharge records into time series of average flow depth and width for each site analyzed, using channel geometry data from USGS Water Science Centers. Using this information, we create a modified rating curve that relates average flow depth (instead of stage) to discharge. This transformation is necessary because average flow depth has hydraulic significance, whereas stage is simply water height measured above an arbitrary datum. We use our modified rating curves to turn these discharge records into a decades-long timeseries of average flow depth.

We made one modification to the Phillips and Jerolmack (2016) method for relating stage and average flow depth. Field measurements are abundant at low and moderate flow and scarce at high flow, but bed mobilizing sediment transport generally occurs only at high flow. In many cases, a linear least squares fit between stage and average flow depth yields a poor match to the highest flows, which are the most important for our bed mobility analysis. To ensure fidelity at the high flows, we forced the stage-depth fit through the highest flow on record. From visual inspection of the modified rating curves, this yielded an improved average flow estimate for nearly all sites. Where appropriate, we reverted to the original method. For sites where published depth-discharge relationships exist, we used those if they produced a (visually determined) better fit than the method described above. For examples, see C.2.
We used the same discharge and channel geometry data to create a rating curve to relate average channel width \((w(m))\) to discharge \((Q(m^3/s))\). These relationships were well-modeled using a standard hydraulic geometry scaling relationship:

\[
w = aQ^b
\]  

(4.2)

where \(a\) and \(b\) are empirical parameters determined through least-squares best-fit analysis.

### 4.3.3 Estimate bed surface mobility from sediment transport equations

We tested several methods for predicting bed surface mobility. The most mechanistically explicit models calculate separate sediment transport rates for different grain size classes. These fractional transport models can account for the low mobility of very large grains relative to small ones and the importance of hiding and protrusion effects. For our analysis, we used both the Parker (1990b) and Wilcock and Crowe (2003) fractional sediment transport equations, and modified these equations to account for slope dependence of the threshold for motion. The models are described in detail in Appendix 1.

### 4.3.4 Modifications

Since the publication of the Parker (1990b) and Wilcock and Crowe (2003) models, several studies have shown that the threshold for sediment motion is a function of channel slope (Mueller et al., 2005; Lamb et al., 2008; Pitlick et al., 2008; Prancevic and Lamb, 2015). The sites in our compilation vary in terms of channel slope (.00076 to .0222), making this effect potentially important to
the accuracy of bed mobility predictions. As a part of a sensitivity analysis, we substituted the reference Shields stress (equation A4 and A15) for the empirical slope-dependent reference Shields stress equation determined by Mueller et al. (2005):

\[ \tau^*_r = 2.18S + 0.021; \]  

(4.3)
as well as the equivalent equation from (Lamb et al. 2008):

\[ \tau^*_r = 0.15S0.25 \]  

(4.4)
and that of (Pitlick et al. 2008):

\[ \tau^*_r = 0.36S0.46 \]  

(4.5)
Several of the sites in our compilation have published reference Shields stresses. We explored the sensitivity of our bed mobility calculations by using these published values.

4.3.5 Analysis of transport results

We require a metric to describe bed mobility intensity. Lisle et al. (2000) used \( \tau^* \) to make comparisons of bed mobility between different rivers. While the common use of Shields stress make it an attractive choice, we feel it is an imperfect one. Sediment transport is a function of more than Shields stress (and a non-linear one, at that): it also varies with GSD, and depends on the critical (or reference) Shields stress, which varies as a function of channel slope and sand content. There are two commonly used dimensionless parameters that more directly characterize sediment transport, and thus bed mobility: the Einstein transport parameter, \( q^* \),
and the dimensionless transport parameter, $W^*$. In this analysis, we chose to use compare streams using $W^*$ because it has a specific, frequently used value associated with bed mobility. By design, the reference transport rate associated with the threshold for motion occurs at $W^* = 0.002$. It is also helpful to characterize ‘full mobility’, a transport stage associated with the mobility of nearly all grains on the bed surface, defined by Andrews (Andrews, 1994). Andrews found that, in Sagehen Creek, full mobility occurred at roughly twice the critical stress. We can plug this ratio ($\tau^*/\tau_r^* = 2$) into equation C.20 to find the value of $W^*$ associated with the transition to ‘full mobility’ (0.1555).

To characterize bed mobility intermittency, we calculated wait times between bed mobilizing flood events. We counted a mobility event ($W^*>0.002$) as distinct if it was preceded by at least 24 hours of $W^*<0.002$.

We tested the statistical significance of differences between regions using a Welch’s Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), a test that is robust to analyze data sets of unequal size with unequal variance. Where appropriate, we log-transformed the data before running the ANOVA to account for log-normal (rather than normal) distributions within regions. When statistically significant differences were found ($\alpha<0.05$), we employed a Games-Howell post-hoc test to make pair-wise comparisons.

### 4.3.6 Testing transport against supply

As an order-of-magnitude test of our sediment transport results, we compare predicted average annual bedload transport to estimates of average annual bedload supply ($Q_{\text{supply}}(m^3/yr)$) based on data in the literature. If a riverbed is neither aggrading nor incising, the sediment transport through the reach should be in equilibrium with the sediment supply to the reach. Our methods for esti-
mating bedload supply varied by river, depending on the available information. Site specific details are given in Supplementary Table C.1. For most sites, we obtained a bedload supply estimate by assuming that the average total annual sediment supply was the product of the erosion rate, the drainage area, and the bedload fraction (percent of total sediment flux transported as bedload, rather than suspended or dissolved load). The fraction of total sediment transported as bedload is highly variable (Turowski et al. 2010), and is a function of catchment lithology and drainage area (O’Connor et al. 2014), among other factors. Where we could not find published estimates of bedload fraction, we did not attempt to estimate this value.

4.4 Results

The magnitude of bed mobility varied depending on sediment transport model, though the trends between regions were consistent across models. Supplementary Figures C.3 through C.10 show results from the different model runs. In all model runs, West Coast rivers had high maximum mobility ($W^*$) and high exceedance probability when compared to Rocky Mountain and Appalachian rivers (Fig 4.4 and 4.5). In all model runs, Rocky Mountain rivers have higher maximum bed mobility for a given exceedance probability, when compared to Appalachian rivers (Fig 4.4). For the following analysis, we will focus on sediment transport calculations made using the Parker (1990) equations, modified with slope-dependent reference stress (Lamb et al. 2008), using field measured reference stress data where available for the duration of the results and discussion. This configuration results in good agreement between sediment transport and supply (Figure 4.2). In addition, it did not result in unreasonably high predicted transport rates at low flows (e.g. exceeding reference transport 90% of the time), as was the case for sev-

Figure 4.2: Testing the accuracy of our bed mobility predictions: comparing long term predicted sediment transport against sediment supply. The solid black line marks perfect agreement. The dashed lines mark one order of magnitude from perfect agreement. Points are colored by region, as in previous figures.

The first order relationships between hydrology and bed mobility are clear in the time series of bed mobility (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). The Rocky Mountain rivers (Fig. 4.3 a and b; Figure 4.4 a-c) have floods that are generally consistent in timing and magnitude between years. Peak floods tend to occur during the late spring, which coincides with snowmelt. In most of the Rocky Mountain streams in our dataset, the threshold mobility (a term we use to refer to $W^* = 0.002$) occurs at approximately bankfull flow.

West Coast rivers experience many short-duration, high bed mobility events
Figure 4.3: Example average flow depth hydrographs for water years 2010-2014, colored by bed mobility. Transport below $W^* = 0.002$ is shown in grey, ‘marginal mobility’ in light blue, and ‘full mobility’ in dark blue. Where available, bankfull depths are shown, for reference, in red.
**Figure 4.4:** Bed mobility intensity through time for 9 example sites, 3 from each geographic region. Data are separated by water year. Water year is on the vertical axis, month within the water year is on the horizontal axis. The color scheme matches figure 2: immobile bed is shown in grey, ‘partial mobility’ in light blue, and ‘full mobility’ in dark blue. Data gaps shown in white.
throughout the winter and spring (Figure 2 c and d; Figure 3 d-f). This is the case even for streams in our dataset that drain Mt. Rainier (Carbon, Nisqually, and Puyallup), even though the upper reaches of those basins contain glaciers and receive substantial winter snowfall. In many West Coast streams in our dataset, the peak intensity of bed mobility varies substantially between years. We lack bankfull depth measurements for most of the West Coast rivers in our compilation. However, we predict bed mobility at low recurrence-interval flows.

The Appalachian rivers experience short-duration high flow events throughout the year (Figure 4.3 e and f; Figure 4.4 g-i). The maximum intensity of bed mobility varies substantially between the Appalachian rivers in our compilation. The peak bed mobility events do not have a strong seasonal control, unlike the West Coast and Rocky Mountain rivers. The relationship between bankfull flow and the predicted initiation of bed mobility is inconsistent across Appalachian rivers. In several of the rivers (e.g. Spring Houser, Mahoning), bed mobilization occurs well above bankfull flow. The two gaged sites immediately downstream from major flow- and sediment-regulating dams rarely exceed reference bed mobility $W^*=0.002$ (Figure 4.5). These two rivers represent end-member cases of flow and sediment regulation. Because bed mobility exceeds the reference value so infrequently, we have excluded dammed rivers from portions of the following analysis. The exceedance probability of bed mobility (Figure 4.5) results from the combined effects of flood hydrology, channel geometry, and bed surface grain size. We observe clear regional trends in the bed mobility exceedance curves. Using $W^*$ to quantify the intensity of bed mobility, we see that the Rocky Mountain and West Coast rivers have gently sloped $W^*$-exceedance probability curves (Figure 4.4). This suggests that infrequent storms have only marginally more mobile beds. On the other hand, the exceedance probability curves for Appalachian rivers are
Figure 4.5: Exceedance probability of bed mobility (via the dimensionless sediment transport parameter, $W^*$). Curves are separated and colored by region, as in Figure 1: a) Rocky = orange; a) West Coast= green, and Dammed = fuchsia; c) Appalachian = purple. Grey curves in the background are from all other regions. Horizontal lines at $W^*=0.002$ and 0.1555 separate bed mobility stages.
steep. The regional trends are captured in the relationship between the exceedance probability of reference flows and the maximum bed mobility (Figure 4.6). We see that the data cluster by region. West Coast and Rocky Mountain rivers have statistically significantly higher exceedance probability of threshold mobility (the beds are mobile a large portion of the time) when compared to Appalachian rivers (Welch’s ANOVA, Games-Howell post-hoc test, Rocky-Appalach \( p = 0.02 \); West-Appalach \( p < 0.0001 \)). In terms of maximum bed mobility, West Coast rivers have statistically significantly higher maximum mobility when compared to both Rocky Mountain and Appalachian rivers (Welch’s ANOVA, Games-Howell post-hoc test, West-Rocky \( p = 0.002 \), West-Appalach \( p = 0.005 \)), which are not statistically different from one another.

The number of bed mobilizing events per year varies by region. West Coast rivers experience a mean of 9.7 (+/- 3.2 standard deviation, S.D.) discrete bed mobilizing events per year (median duration = 9.5 days), while Rocky Mountain rivers experience a mean of 2.0 (+/- 1.1 S.D.) discrete bed mobilizing events per year (mean duration = 10 days). Appalachian rivers experience a mean 2.6 discrete bed mobilizing event per year, though the variation between rivers is substantial, with a standard deviation of 2.2. (average duration = 0.73 days). West Coast rivers have statistically significantly more mobility events per year when compared to both Rocky Mountain and Appalachian rivers (Welch’s ANOVA, Games-Howell post-hoc test, West-Rocky \( p = 0.0002 \), West-Appalach \( p = 0.006 \)).

We use the wait time between bed-mobilizing events to quantify bed mobility intermittency. Bed mobilizing events in Rocky Mountain rivers tend to occur after a 3-10 day or 300 day wait time (Figure 4.7). This strong annual frequency is apparent in Fig 4.5 a - c. West Coast channels have similarly bi-modal wait times, though the majority of events happen after a 3-30 day period of sub-reference
Figure 4.6: Regional clustering of the exceedance probability of bed mobility and the maximum bed mobility. These data can also be viewed in Figure 4.4. Comparison of the exceedance probability of mobility ($W^* > 0.002$) and the maximum bed mobility. Data are colored by region, as in Figure 4.1 (West Coast = green diamonds; Rocky = orange squares; Appalachian = purple circles; Dammed = fuchsia star). Note the strong regional clustering. B) Map of exceedance probability of mobility. Points colored by the logarithm of exceedance probability, with dark shading corresponding to higher values. C) Map of maximum bed mobility. Points colored by the logarithm of maximum $W^*$, with dark shading corresponding to higher values.
mobility. There is not a strong mode to the wait time between bed mobilizing storms in the Appalachian rivers. Wait times vary from 2-2000 days, with two weak modes around 60 and 400 days.

Figure 4.7: Histogram showing the number of days in between bed mobility events (W*>0.002), separated by region. Counts are normalized by the number of sites in that region. Colors match previous figures.

4.5 Discussion

There are several notable benefits to this approach to bed mobility. First, we are unconstrained by the need to define bankfull flow depth. While convenient in many situations, bankfull depth can be an imprecise metric of river
dimensions. ‘Bankfull’ flow has several different definitions (Williams 1978), and does not have a characteristic recurrence interval across (or even within) regions (Williams 1978). Some channels have poorly defined floodplains or multiple topographic breaks, complicating the characterization of a single bankfull channel. By characterizing the mobility of a riverbed in terms of exceedance probabilities and inter-storm wait times, we use metrics that have uniform meaning and biological relevance between regions. Furthermore, in the myriad rivers where upstream dams regulate flow, the bankfull channel may represent pre-dam conditions, rather than the flow and sediment supply that determine post-dam bed mobility. Bed mobility has biological relevance in regulated rivers as well as unregulated ones. Our method for characterizing bed mobility can be applied to regulated rivers.

Gravel riverbed mobility varies enormously among the rivers in our compilation. Given the importance of bed mobility to lotic ecosystems, it is an important dimension by which we can (and perhaps should) compare rivers. On one end of the spectrum captured in our data compilation, some rivers fail to reach reference mobility ($W^*=0.002$; roughly, the threshold for motion) more than a few times over the course of decades (e.g. Trinity (dammed) and Mahoning (Appalachian) Rivers). On the other end, the Nisqually River, which drains the glaciers of Mt. Rainier, has a mobile bed the majority of the time.

While there is variation between rivers in a region, strong regional patterns exist in timing and intensity of bed mobility (e.g. Figure 4.6 and 4.7). Hassan et al. (2014) categorized streams according to the exceedance probability of effective discharge. Our analysis is focused on mobility thresholds rather than effective discharge, but we can apply a similar categorization scheme to the rivers in our analysis. In general, the West Coast rivers, with a median of 83 days above reference mobility (including a median of 4.3 cumulative annual days of ‘full mobility’)
annually, are ‘frequently mobile’ gravel rivers. The Rocky Mountain rivers, which tend to have a long period of marginal mobility during the spring snowmelt (average of 28 days of marginal mobility, 0.19 days of full mobility per year), tend to be ‘frequently marginally mobile, rarely fully mobile’. We term the Appalachian rivers ‘infrequently mobile’, with a region-wide median of 1.7 days of marginal mobility (0.0034 days of full mobility).

The rivers just downstream of dams (Trinity and Bear) could also be characterized as ‘infrequently mobile’. However, gravel augmentation is a common restoration practice in sediment starved reaches downstream of dams. Gravel augmentation is common in the Trinity River reach analyzed in this study ([Viparelli et al. 2011](#)), but has not occurred in the Bear River reach ([Minear 2010](#)). This practice causes fining of the bed surface during the high flow events following gravel additions, likely resulting in higher transport rates than we predict in this study. Historically, gravel augmentation in the Trinity has accounted for only 6% of the pre-dam annual sediment supply though proposed plans would greatly increase that number ([Viparelli et al. 2011](#)). Our bed mobility estimates represent the predicted bed mobility associated with the surface grain size as measured on the riverbed, in the absence of gravel augmentation.

The regional trends in gravel river bed mobility can be explained by the combined effects of coarse sediment supply and basin hydrology. The intensity of bed surface mobility is primarily driven by sediment supply. The gradient in sediment supply represented by these three regions (336, 114, 22 mm/kyr average erosion rate for West, Rocky, Appalachian respectively ([Pfeiffer et al. 2017](#))) is reflected in the patterns in the exceedance probability of bed mobility (Figure 4.6). The West Coast rivers have significantly higher peak transport intensity when compared to both Appalachian and Rocky Mountain rivers and significantly higher
exceedance probability of mobility when compared to Appalachian rivers. These findings build on the work by \textit{Lisle et al.} (2000), who showed that bankfull bed mobility varied systematically with sediment supply. In addition, this supports the observation of \textit{Pfeiffer et al.} (2017) that the ratio of bankfull to critical Shields stress varies with sediment supply, and that the ratio is substantially higher in West Coast rivers. In general, rivers that are supplied more sediment are mobile more often.

Basin hydrology is the other obvious driver of bed mobility differences between regions. The effects of hydrology are apparent in the relationship between peak mobility and exceedance probability of reference mobility (Figure 4.6). Appalachian and Rocky Mountain rivers have similar peak mobility intensity (difference in $W^\star_{\text{max}}$ is not statistically significant); however, moderate sediment transporting flows occur a greater portion of the time in Rocky Mountain streams than in Appalachian ones (significant difference in exceedance probability). This pattern results from the differences in hydrology between the two regions. Rocky Mountain rivers experience long periods of high flow during the spring snowmelt, whereas Appalachian rivers experience abrupt, brief floods (Figure 4.3).

We can use patterns in bed mobility intermittency to explore the relative importance of sediment supply and basin hydrology as drivers of bed mobility. Both West Coast and Appalachian rivers experience numerous brief high flow events compared to Rocky Mountain rivers (in the latter, hydrology is characterized by less intense but longer duration events), but West Coast rivers are subject to much higher sediment supply than their Appalachian counterparts. If hydroclimatic factors outweighed sediment supply, we might expect West Coast and Appalachian bed mobility intermittency to be more similar when compared to the Rocky Mountains. However, many of the moderate floods in Appalachian rivers fail to reach
reference mobility (Fig 4.3 e and f). In contrast, the vast majority of modest floods in West Coast rivers exceed reference mobility. This pattern is reflected in the number of discrete bed mobilizing events (Figure 4.7). Appalachian rivers experience significantly fewer discrete events than West Coast rivers. These findings suggest that (across the spectrum of rivers examined here), sediment supply is the primary driver of bed surface mobility intensity, with hydrology as a secondary driver. This hierarchy of controls mirrors the conclusions of Hassan et al. (2006), who found that sediment supply was the first order control on bed surface grain size armoring, with hydrology playing a secondary role.

With these drivers in mind, we can begin to speculate about the departures from regional trends. For instance, Boise River is fully mobile 5% of the time, making it more similar to the West Coast rivers than the other Rocky Mountain rivers in in terms of mobility intensity. However, the mobility occurs over an average of only 3.5 discrete events per year, a result of the snowmelt-dominated hydrology. We suspect that high sediment supply is the primary driver of high bed mobility intensity in the Boise River when compared to other rivers in the region. The Nehalem River in the Oregon Coast Range (West Coast) represents another departure from regional patterns that can be explained by sediment supply. The Nehalem River is mobile 5% of the time, substantially less than the West Coast average (26%). A large portion of the Nehalem drainage basin is underlain by Coast Range sedimentary rocks, which are extremely friable, and abrade rapidly during bedload transport (O’Connor et al., 2014). Despite high erosion rates in the Oregon Coast range, the bedload supply rate in the Nehalem is modest when compared to other rivers in the West Coast (O’Connor et al., 2014).
4.5.1 Implications of variation in bed mobility

Our approach to bed surface mobility analysis could be used to test ecological disturbance theories, enabling first-order quantitative characterization of bed surface disturbance regimes without requiring extensive field surveys or 2-D flow models. Segura et al. (Segura et al., 2011) suggested that periphyton accumulation is controlled by both bed mobility and growth stimulation (e.g. temperature and nutrient availability). Viewed along these axes, we might expect the Rocky Mountain rivers (low temperatures limiting growth and moderate bed mobility) and West Coast rivers (higher temperatures but intense bed mobility) to have low periphyton growth compared to Appalachian rivers (higher temperatures, low bed mobility).

The regional differences in bed mobility timing have potential implications for memory effects (e.g. changes in sediment transport that depend on inter-storm wait times). Biologically-mediated memory effects almost certainly operate differently in Appalachian streams than in West Coast and/or Rocky Mountain ones. In most Rocky Mountain and West Coast streams, the high-flow season predictably brings (either marginal or full) bed-mobilizing flows. In most years, the late summer and early fall months are characterized by relative immobility. In these regions, the first bed-mobilizing flow following the dry season may be result in less intense bed mobility than we have predicted due to bed stabilization, both abiotic (e.g. Masteller and Finnegan (2017)) and biotic (Johnson et al., 2009). We suggest that memory effects may have an even greater influence in Appalachian rivers. While floods in the West Coast and Rocky Mountain Rivers tend to occur in quick succession (median wait time between mobility events is 7 and 14 days, respectively), Appalachian Rivers have long periods of immobility between most storms (median = 45 days; mean = 115) (Figure 4.7). This allows more time for
macroinvertebrates to build bed-stabilizing silk nets and low flows to stabilize the bed through subtle grain reorganization \cite{Masteller and Finnegan, 2017} before the next storm. Interestingly, these potential effects would further increase the discrepancy in bed mobility between regions, making the Appalachian streams even less mobile. Further work is needed to understand the magnitude of these memory effects, and the degree to which they vary between regions.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4_8.png}
\caption{Comparing metrics of bed mobility to the ratio of bankfull Shields stress to critical Shields stress: a) maximum bed mobility (\(W^*\)); b) exceedance probability of marginal mobility (\(W^*=0.002\)); c) exceedance probability of full mobility (\(W^*=0.1555\)). Note that there is a modest, positive relationship between \(\tau_{bf}^*/\tau_c^*\) and all three metrics of bed mobility.}
\end{figure}

The method for characterizing bed surface mobility presented in this study requires long-term stream gage data, which is not available for many rivers. It would be convenient if commonly used metrics, such as the ratio of bankfull Shields
stress to critical Shields stress, were sufficient to distinguish between bed mobility regimes. To test this, we looked at the relationship between $\tau_{bf}^\ast / \tau_c^\ast$ and several metrics of bed mobility (Figure 4.8). In all cases, we find modest positive relationships between $\tau_{bf}^\ast / \tau_c^\ast$ and bed mobility. The relationship between hydrology, grain size, and sediment transport is complex, to say nothing of the complex drivers of ‘bankfull’ geometry. As a result, it is not surprising to find that $\tau_{bf}^\ast / \tau_c^\ast$ cannot be cleanly explained by bed mobility alone. That said, remarkably high or low $\tau_{bf}^\ast / \tau_c^\ast$ is likely a good indication of a highly mobile or immobile bed.

4.5.2 Caveats and uncertainties

We used published sediment supply data for a subset of sites in our compilation to check our sediment transport calculations. This check is valuable because sediment transport is notoriously difficult to predict and the sediment supply estimates have substantial uncertainty as well. The generally good agreement between average annual sediment supply and average annual sediment transport (4.2) is reassuring: it suggests that our bed mobility calculations are reasonable. The remarkably low predicted bedload transport rates in the Appalachian sites are intriguing. Unfortunately, we were unable to find independent published bedload sediment supply (or, for that matter, any individual bedload sample) data in the literature for rivers in the Appalachians. All of the sediment supply data used in 4.2 are from West Coast and Rocky Mountain sites. The lack of independent constraint for the Appalachian rivers is unfortunate, and points to a gap in the literature. That said, the good agreement between sediment supply and sediment transport in the West Coast and Rocky Mountain rivers suggests that our approach yields reasonable bed mobility estimates. Our method for calculating bed mobility assumes fixed channel geometry and bed surface grain size through time.
This simplification is common in calculations of sediment transport, though somewhat unsatisfying, as channel geometry and bed surface grain size often change during major flood events. Channels tend to widen during high-magnitude flood events and narrow over time during subsequent moderate discharge events (e.g. 1994). This suggests that in the years following an extreme event, our bed mobility estimates may be inaccurate. In addition, the grain size distribution of the bed surface may shift during floods (changing the sediment transport capacity independent of changes in flow). However, Rubin and Topping (2001) found that in alluvial rivers, discharge is the dominant driver of sediment transport, with changes in bed surface grain size playing a secondary role. While the exact values of bed mobility for a given site may vary depending on the antecedent high-magnitude flood history, the effects of variable grain size and channel geometry are unlikely to change the regional trends in bed mobility intensity and intermittency. Here, we have treated bed mobility as a reach-averaged problem. This is a substantial simplification, borne from the limited channel geometry and grain size patch information available in the literature. Both Lisle et al. (2000) and Segura et al. (2011) deal with the mobility of individual bed surface grain size patches within a reach. Both studies found that, even when the reach-averaged shear stresses were low, small fine-grained bed surface patches remained mobile. The patch-scale variations in bed surface mobility are certainly important for the benthic inhabitants living in those places. That said, Lisle et al. (2000) found that, while the details differed, reach-averaged bed mobility predictions were generally in agreement with the trends seen in patch-scale mobility. The simplified approach we propose here is, therefore, a good option for comparative studies between regions but not ideal for studies focused on sub-reach scale processes.

The method we used to process USGS channel geometry and gage data was
inspired by Phillips and Jerolmack (2016), but the results lead us to quite different conclusions. Phillips and Jerolmack (2016) argue that gravel bedded rivers adjust themselves to ‘filter’ climatic variation, such that a wide variety of hydroclimatic conditions all result in rivers that are, roughly, threshold channels. Their analysis focused on the central tendency of gravel bedded rivers. Here, we have focused on the variation between regions, viewing the problem through the lens of bed mobility. While the average river may indeed be a threshold channel, the wide variety of sediment supply and hydroclimatic conditions imposed on gravel bedded rivers yield statistically significant regional trends. Here, we show that gravel bedded rivers reach threshold mobility at a wide variety of stages relative to bankfull flow.

4.6 Conclusions

Viewing sediment transport through the lens of bed mobility, we show that there are substantial differences between regions across North America. Sediment transport appears to be the primary driver of the intensity of bed mobility, while the intermittency of bed mobility is largely determined by hydrologic regime. The regional differences have important implications for memory effects in rivers, and represent diverse physical habitat regimes for the benthic inhabitants of river ecosystems.
Appendix A

Scott Creek supplementary figures
Figure A.1: a) At-a-station hydraulic geometry power-law scaling relationship between observed bankfull channel depth and drainage area. Measurements were made throughout the 11 study reaches. (b) At-a-station hydraulic geometry power-law scaling relationship between drainage area and bankfull width. Width measurements were made using ArcGIS and HEC-RAS at 15-m spaced cross sections throughout the extent of anadromous fish habitat in Scott Creek, Mill Creek, and Big Creek.

Figure A.2: Flood hydrographs for Scott Creek and Soquel Creek. Discharge values for Soquel Creek are normalized for the drainage area at the Scott Creek gauge using a linear discharge to drainage area scaling relationship.
Figure A.3: Relationship between predicted D50 and predicted Fm, demonstrating the effect of D84/D50 ratio on Fm.

Figure A.4: LW loading and partitioning by reach (n = 9 reaches surveyed for LW). Note that these measurements of LW loading are reported in units of structures/m2 rather than pieces/m2 (e.g. Montgomery et al., 1995). Structures include jams of many pieces, so these numbers are lower than they would be if the data had been recorded in pieces/m2.
Appendix B

Sediment supply supplementary information

B.1 Basin Lithology

Using a geologic map of North America (Garrity and Soller, 2009), a 15 arc-second Digital Elevation Model (DEM), and a digital stream network (available online at: http://hydrosheds.cr.usgs.gov/), we extract basin lithology data for each basin in our data compilation, from which we calculate the percent of each basin underlain by sedimentary rock. This provides a rough estimate of the influence of lithology on the ratio of bedload to suspended load in our data compilation, as sedimentary rocks tends to abrade most rapidly (Mueller et al., 2016). We note that the sedimentary rocks of the Appalachian Basin have undergone diagenesis during burial and exhumation from depths >5 km (Friedman, 1987), which tends to make them stronger than the younger sedimentary rocks of the West Coast. Thus, the comparison of lithologic effects between West Coast and Other sites is conservative, as sedimentary rocks on the West will tend to more rapidly abrade...
into suspended load, decreasing the effective coarse sediment supply for a given erosion rate. Because a 15 arc-second grid imperfectly captures basin geometry, especially for smaller basins, we checked the output drainage areas against the drainage areas reported in the source literature. We discarded any basins with a mismatch in drainage area >15%, unless it was clear from visual inspection of the source data that the basin was underlain entirely by one lithologic category. In total, we retained 51 West Coast sites and 156 sites on the rest of the continent for our lithologic analysis.

B.2 **Recking (2013)** sediment transport equations

We use channel geometry and grain size data to estimate volumetric bank-
full sediment transport capacity per unit channel width, \( Q_t \) (m\(^2\)/s), for sites in our data compilation using the (*Recking*, 2013) surface-based transport relation. These transport estimates appear in Figure 3.3 (colored points) and in Figure B.1. The Recking equations are well suited to our purposes because they are designed specifically for situations in which data on channel grain size are limited (e.g. incomplete knowledge of the surface, subsurface, or bedload grain size distribution), as is the case in our data compilation. Secondly, in this model, \( Q_t \) is not a function of excess bed surface shear stress (i.e. \( \tau^*_{bf} - \tau^*_c \)), but instead assumes partial mobility at low-to-moderate flows. Thus, with the knowledge of only channel slope (S), bankfull width (w (m)), bankfull depth (h (m)), and median bed surface grain size (\( D_{50} \) (m)), we can predict non-zero transport even in channels where \( \tau^*_{bf}/\tau^*_c < 1 \).

Recking frames transport in terms of the mobility of the 84th percentile bed surface grain size, \( D_{84} \). Lacking knowledge of \( D_{84} \) for most of our sites, we follow the suggestion of Recking and estimate \( D_{84} \) from \( D_{50} \):
Recking approximates the Shields stress corresponding to the transition from partial to full mobility of the bed surface grains as:

$$\tau_m = (5S + 0.06)(\frac{D_{84}}{D_{50}})^{4.4\sqrt{s}-1.5}$$

(B.2)

The bankfull Shields stress associated with $D_{84}$ is:

$$\tau_{84}^* = \frac{SR_{bf}}{(s-1)D_{84}}$$

(B.3)

where $s$ is the relative density of the sediment ($\rho_s/\rho$), for which we assume a value of 2.65.

Using $\tau_m^*$ and $\tau_{84}^*$ Recking approximates the dimensionless sediment discharge, $q^*$, as:

$$q^* = \frac{14(\tau_{84}^*)^{2.5}}{[1 + (\tau_m^*/\tau_{84}^*)^4]}$$

(B.4)

from which we calculate the volumetric sediment flux per unit width ($m^2/s$):

$$Q_t = \sqrt{(s-1)gD_{84}^3}q^*$$

(B.5)

B.3 Parker (1990) sediment transport model

Parker (1990b) presents a transformation from the subsurface-based relation of Parker (1990b) to a sediment transport model based on the grain size distribution of the bed surface. Using the equations presented in his transformation, we can relate the transport stage $\tau^*/\tau_c^*$ to both bed surface armoring ($D_{50}/D_{50ss}$) and
sediment flux, $Q_t$. These data are presented in the colored curve in Figure 3.3. We note that we are not using the final surface-based transport relation to determine these values, but rather the intermediate equations in ref ([Parker](#) 1990b). We calculate $Q_t$ based on the subsurface grain size distribution, then determine the surface grain size distribution (and therefore, armor ratio) from the equations derived by [Parker](#) (1990b) as a part of the subsurface-to-surface transformation. Below, we use notation that is consistent with that used above and in the main manuscript, not the notation used by Parker.

Our goal is to predict the bed surface armor ratio ($D_{50}/D_{50ss}$) and sediment flux ($Q_t$) for an example river at a variety of transport stages $\tau^*/\tau^*_c$. As inputs for the model, we used the Oak Creek channel slope, $S$, and subsurface grain size distribution, as in [Parker](#) (1990b). The subsurface grain size distribution is broken into $n$ size classes, each of which is described by its diameter, $D_i$, and fraction of the total subsurface grain size distribution, $f_i$.

We used the following steps for a range of substrate-based transport stages ($\phi_{50}$),

$$\phi_{50} = \frac{\tau^*_{ss}}{\tau^*_{rss}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.6)

where the subsurface Shields stress, $\tau^*_{ss}$, is

$$\tau^*_{ss} = \frac{\tau}{(\rho_a - \rho)gD_{50ss}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.7)

and $\tau^*_{rss}$ is a reference Shields stress associated with the mobility of $D_{50ss}$ with an assumed value of 0.0876. Ultimately, we transform these $\phi_{50}$ values to the surface-based transport stage $\phi_{sg0}$ (nearly equivalent to $\tau^*/\tau^*_c$) for display in Figure 3.3.

For each $\phi_{50}$, we determine the substrate-based transport stage associated with
each individual grain size fraction \( (f_i) \)

\[
\phi_i = g_{si}\phi_{50} \tag{B.8}
\]

using the substrate-based hiding function \( (g_{si}) \),

\[
g_{si} = 1.048\left(\frac{D_i}{D_{50s}}\right)^{-0.0951} \tag{B.9}
\]

For each \( \phi_i \) we determine the dimensionless bedload transport rate \( (W^*_i) \) according to Parker:

\[
W^*_i = 0.00218G_i \tag{B.10}
\]

In which \( G_i \) is the piecewise empirical transport function:

\[
G_i = \begin{cases} 
5474(1 - \frac{0.853}{\phi_i})^{4.5} & \phi_i > 1.59 \\
\exp[14.2(\phi_i - 1) - 9.28(\phi_i - 1)^2] & 1 \leq \phi_i \leq 1.59 \\
\phi_i^{14.2} & \phi_i < 1 
\end{cases} \tag{B.11}
\]

The total dimensionless bedload transport rate across all grain size fractions for the given \( \phi_{50} \) is then

\[
W^*_{tot} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W^*_i \tag{B.12}
\]

The dimensionless transport rate is then converted to a volumetric sediment transport rate per unit channel width, \( Q_t \) \((m^2/s)\):

\[
Q_t = \frac{W^*_{tot}(\tau/\rho)^{3/2}}{Rg} \tag{B.13}
\]

\( R \) is the submerged specific gravity of sediment \(((\rho_s - \rho)/\rho)\), assumed to be 1.65. The bed surface shear stress, \( \tau \) \((N/m^2)\), can be obtained by combining and rear-
ranging equations 6 and 7, above:

\[
\tau = \phi_{50} \tau_{rss}^* (\rho_s - \rho) g D_{50ss}
\]  
(B.14)

In order to determine the surface median grain size, \(D_{50}\), we first solve for the surface grain size distribution, which is described as grain size fractions, \(F_i\), using the same diameter bins, \(D_i\), as above.

\[
F_i = \frac{f_i}{G_i} G_{\text{tot}}
\]  
(B.15)

where

\[
G_{\text{tot}} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} f_i / G_i}
\]  
(B.16)

Using the calculated bed surface grain size fractions, we determine the surface median grain size

\[
D_{50} = \phi \sum_{i=1}^{n} F_i \ln D_i
\]  
(B.17)

from which we calculate the armor ratio \(D_{50}/D_{50ss}\). Because we want to compare armor and \(Q_t\) to a surface-based measure of transport stage, i.e. \(\tau^*/\tau_c^*\), rather than a substrate based one (\(\phi_{50}\)), we calculate \(\phi_{sg0}\) for each case of \(\phi_{50}\) according to:

\[
\phi_{sg0} = \frac{\tau_{sg}^*}{\tau_{rs0}^*}
\]  
(B.18)

Where the surface based Shields stress, \(\tau_{sg}^*\), and the reference surface-based Shields stress, \(\tau_{rs0}^*\), are:

\[
\tau_{sg}^* = \frac{\tau}{(\rho_s - \rho) g D_{50}}
\]  
(B.19)

and

\[
\tau_{rs0}^* = 0.0386
\]  
(B.20)
We note that when we compare the output of the Parker model to our data in Figure 3.3, we are equating the surface-based reference Shields stress \((\tau_{sg0}^*)\) to the critical Shields stress \((\tau_c^*)\). These two values are very nearly similar. Additionally, we equate the surface based Shields stress \((\tau_{sg}^*)\) to the bankfull Shields stress \((\tau_{bf}^*)\). For a discussion of this comparison, see the Methods section of the main text.

### B.4 Notation

- \(D_{50}\) - median grain size on the bed surface
- \(D_{50ss}\) - median grain size in the subsurface
- \(D_{s4}\) - 84th percentile grain size on the bed surface
- \(D_i\) - characteristic diameter of grain size bin \(i\)
- \(f_i\) - fraction of subsurface grain size distribution within bin \(i\)
- \(F_i\) - fraction of surface grain size distribution within bin \(i\)
- \(g\) - gravitational acceleration \((9.8 \text{ m}^2/\text{s})\)
- \(G_i\) - value of the empirical transport function for grain size fraction \(i\)
- \(gs_i\) - value of the hiding function for grain size fraction \(i\)
- \(G_{tot}\) - total empirical transport \(G\) for all grain size fractions
- \(q^*\) - dimensionless bedload transport rate (Recking)
- \(Q_t\) - volumetric sediment transport capacity per unit channel width
- \(R = (\rho_s - \rho)/\rho\)
- \(S\) - channel slope
- \(s\) - relative density of sediment \(\rho_s/\rho\)
- \(W_i^*\) - dimensionless bedload transport rate (Parker) for grain size fraction \(i\)
- \(W_{tot}^*\) - total dimensionless bedload transport rate
- \(\rho\) - density of water \((1000 \text{ kg/m}^3)\)
- \(\rho_s\) - density of water \((1000 \text{ kg/m}^3)\)
\( \tau \) - bed surface shear stress (Pa)

\( \tau_{\star 84} \) - Shields stress associated with \( D_{84} \)

\( \tau_{\star m} \) - Shields stress associated with the transition from partial to full mobility of the bed surface

\( \tau_{\star\rho s0} \) - reference Shields stress associated with the bed surface

\( \tau_{\star rss} \) - reference Shields stress associated with the subsurface

\( \tau_{\star sg} \) - Shields stress associated with the \( D_{50} \)

\( \tau_{\star ss} \) - Shields stress associated with the \( D_{50ss} \)

\( \phi_{50} \) - substrate based transport stage (associated with \( D_{50ss} \))

\( \phi_{i} \) - transport stage of subsurface grain size fraction \( i \)

\( \phi_{sg0} \) - surface based transport stage (associated with \( D_{50} \))

B.5 Supplementary Figures
Figure B.1: Transport capacity and erosion rate away from the Pacific Plate boundary. a, Erosion rate as a proportion of mean erosion rate and, b, calculated sediment transport capacity as a proportion of mean sediment transport capacity plotted by distance from the plate boundary. Solid lines mark the means of each region, dotted lines mark one standard deviation. Means for each region are marked in black text. Three high E and one high $Q_t$ points, all within the ‘West Coast’ region plot off the axes. Sespe Creek, CA and Fish Creek, AK, with $Q_t/Q_{t\text{mean}}$ of 93 and 36 respectively, plot above the axes.
Figure B.2: Boxplot of relative roughness ($D_{50}/h$) measured at each site in the data compilation, separated by region.
Figure B.3: Shaded relief model overlain by the USGS Geologic Map of North America, separated into broad lithologic categories. Black dots mark the location of sites within our data compilation for which we calculated percent sedimentary bedrock.
Appendix C

Bed mobility supplementary information

C.1 Appendix 1: Sediment Transport Models

C.1.1 Parker (1990)

The sediment transport rate at a given flow is a function of the bed surface grain size distribution, described by fractions \( f_i \) of median diameters \( D_i \), as well as the bed surface shear stress, \( \tau \):

\[
\tau = \rho g R_h S \tag{C.1}
\]

Where \( \rho \) = the density of water, and \( R_h \) is the hydraulic radius. We estimate hydraulic radius as

\[
R_h = \frac{wh}{2h + w} \tag{C.2}
\]

where \( h \) and \( w \) are the average flow depth and width associated with the
given discharge. We use hydraulic radius instead of depth in order to more fairly compare between large and small streams.

This stress is non-dimensionalized using the median bed surface grain size to find the Shields stress ($\tau_{50}^*$):

$$\tau_{50}^* = \frac{\tau}{(\rho_s - \rho)gD_{50}}$$ (C.3)

where we assume a sediment density, $\rho_s$, of 2650 kg/m$^3$. Parker defines a non-dimensional (Shields) reference stress ($\tau_r^*$):

$$\tau_r^* = 0.0386$$ (C.4)

$\phi_o$ is the ratio of the Shields stress of the median grain size to the reference Shields stress:

$$\phi_o = \frac{\tau_{50}^*}{\tau_r^*}$$ (C.5)

Straining functions, $\sigma_o$ and $\omega_o$, are graphical functions of $\phi$ that are intended to account for changes in bed sorting as transport rate increases. We interpolate values of $\sigma$ and $\omega$ based on tables available online via Parker (1990b).

$\sigma_o$ is the arithmetic standard deviation of the surface grain size distribution on the phi scale:

$$\sigma_o = \sqrt{\sum \ln \frac{D_i}{D_{50}}^2 f_i}$$ (C.6)

$\omega$, the straining parameter, varies with $\sigma_\phi$

$$\omega = 1 + \frac{\sigma_\phi}{\sigma_{\phi o}} (\omega_o - 1)$$ (C.7)
Parker’s hiding function, $g_s$, comes in the form:

$$g_{si} = 1.048 \frac{D_i}{D_{50ss}}^{-0.0951} \quad (C.8)$$

and is calculated for each grain size fraction (denoted by the subscript $i$).

The sediment transport rate for each grain size fraction is a function of $\phi_i$, which is the product of the straining function, bed surface arithmetic standard deviation, and the hiding function:

$$\phi_i = \phi_i \omega g_{si} \quad (C.9)$$

Finally, the dimensionless transport parameter for each grain size fraction, $W^*_{i}$ is:

$$W^*_{i} = 0.00218 G_{i} \quad (C.10)$$

Where $G$, the piecewise transport function, is:

$$G_{i} = \begin{cases} 
5474 \left(1 - \frac{0.853}{\phi_i}\right)^{4.5} & \phi_i > 1.59 \\
\exp[14.2(\phi_i - 1) - 9.28(\phi_i - 1)^2] & 1 \leq \phi_i \leq 1.59 \\
\phi_i^{14.2} & \phi_i < 1 
\end{cases} \quad (C.11)$$

To characterize full-bed mobility, we define a single dimensionless transport parameter, $W^*$:

$$W^* = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W^*_i f_i \quad (C.12)$$

Sediment flux, $Q_s$, is then:
\[ Q_t = W^* (\tau / \rho)^{3/2} R_s g \]  

(C.13)

Where \( R_s \) is the dimensionless submerged specific gravity of sediment \( ((\rho_s - \rho) / \rho) \).

### C.1.2 Wilcock and Crowe (2003)

The Wilcock and Crowe (2003) transport equations are based on surface mean grain size \( (D_{sm}) \):

\[ D_{sm} = \sum D_i f_i \]  

(C.14)

Of note, we calculated \( D_{sm} \) using the full grain size distribution, but only calculated transport for gravel size fractions (excluding sand transport).

Wilcock and Crowe suggest a reference Shields stress that varies with the sand content of the bed surface:

\[ \tau_{rm}^* = 0.021 + 0.015 \exp(-20F_s) \]  

(C.15)

Where \( F_s \) is the fraction of the bed surface grain size distribution <2mm. Dimensionalizing the reference transport rate, \( \tau_{rm} \) is:

\[ \tau_{rm} = \tau_{rm}^* (\rho_s - \rho) g D_{sm} \]  

(C.16)

The hiding function exponent proposed by Wilcock and Crowe (2003) is:

\[ b = \frac{0.67}{1 + \exp(1.5 - \frac{D_L}{D_{sm}})} \]  

(C.17)

The reference shear stress used for calculating transport for each grain size
fraction, $\tau_{ri}$, is:

$$\tau_{ri} = \frac{D_i}{D_{sm}} \tau_{rm}$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.18)

We note that there is some ambiguity in the notation in the original paper, in which $D_{50}$ is used here in place of $D_{sm}$. We have used $D_{sm}$ in all cases, as Parker (2004) and Cui (2007) in their implementation of the Wilcock and Crowe (2003) equations.

The transport parameter for any given flow and grain size fraction, $\phi_i$, is:

$$\phi_i = \frac{\tau_i}{\tau_{ri}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.19)

The dimensionless transport parameter, $W_i^*$ is:

$$W_i^* = \begin{cases} 
0.002\phi_i^{7.5} & \phi < 1.35 \\
14(1 - \frac{0.894}{\phi_i^{1 / 3}}) & \phi \geq 1.35 
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (C.20)

Full-distribution transport parameter ($W^*$) and the dimensional transport rate ($Q_t$) are calculated as above.
Figure C.1: Channel characteristics separated by region: a) channel slope, b) drainage area, c) median grain size.
Figure C.2: Modified techniques for converting from stage to average flow depth using USGS field data. Stage shown in red dots, measured average depth in blue dots. USGS rating curve shown in red. Dashed black line marks our average depth rating curve. Plots on the right show the relationship between stage and average flow depth used to determine the average depth rating curve. Figures a-d: depth-stage regression forced through the maximum stage value (default method used in our analysis). Figures e-f: simple regression between depth and stage (unmodified Phillips and Jerolmack (2016) method). Figures g-h: logarithm of data taken before regression. Figure i: measured power-law relationship between discharge and average flow depth (no depth-stage regression required).
Table C.1: Data sources and explanation of sediment supply calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Drainage Area (km²)</th>
<th>Erosion rate (mm/kyr)</th>
<th>Bedload fraction</th>
<th>Coarse sed supply (m³/yr)</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lochsa</td>
<td>3056</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>Kirchner et al. (2001); USFS BAT</td>
<td>Bedload fraction calculated from USFS bedload and suspended load rating curves for bankfull flow. Short term erosion rate is an average from detention basins in nearby small drainages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selway</td>
<td>4947</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1214</td>
<td>Kirchner et al. (2001); USFS BAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1748</td>
<td>Kirchner et al. (2001); USFS BAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sespe</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>39120</td>
<td>Stillwater Sciences</td>
<td>Erosion rate based on sediment retention basins in the Sespe Creek watershed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chetco</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>48458</td>
<td>O’Connor (2014)</td>
<td>Coarse sediment load modeled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applegate</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52344</td>
<td>O’Connor (2014)</td>
<td>same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nehalem</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11350</td>
<td>O’Connor (2014)</td>
<td>same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puyallup</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td>64630</td>
<td>Czuba et al (2010)</td>
<td>Total sediment load is the average of 3 independent estimates reported by Czuba et al. (2010) Based on bed material estimated from downstream reservoir, minus the proportion of sediment contributed by one minor tributary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nisqually</td>
<td>344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>124362</td>
<td>Anderson and Pitlick (2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C.3: Output from model results using Wilcock and Crowe (2003), no modifications. See Figures 5 and 7 for legend information. Note the consistent under-prediction of transport, relative to supply.
Figure C.4: Wilcock and Crowe (2003), modified with Lamb et al. (2008) reference Shields stress.
Figure C.5: Wilcock and Crowe (2003), modified with Mueller et al. (2005) reference Shields stress. Note that several West Coast rivers have mobile beds more than 50% of the time.
Figure C.6: Wilcock and Crowe (2003), modified with Pitlick et al. (2008) reference Shields stress. Again, note that many rivers are mobile more than 50% of the time.
Figure C.7: Unmodified Parker (1990).
Figure C.8: Parker (1990), modified with Lamb et al. (2008) reference Shields stress.
Figure C.9: Parker (1990), modified with Mueller et al. (2005) reference Shields stress. Note that several West Coast rivers are mobile more than 50% of the time.
Figure C.10: Parker (1990), modified with Pitlick et al. (2008) reference Shields stress. Note that most West Coast rivers are mobile more than 50% of the time.
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